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ABSTRACT
The thermodynamic acidity (pKa) of iodoform in methanol was
determined at 25°C and 35°C; the values are 18.74 and 18.05,
respectively .

These acidity constants \vere determined by a modifica-

tion of the equilibrium quenching technique which involves the
conversion of the conjugate base of iodoform, present at equilibrium,
to the radioactively labelled acid .
The rate constants for the methoxide-catalyzed hydrogentritium exchange of chloroform, iodoform, 9-phenylfluorene and indene
were determined in methanol at various temperatures .

The second-

order rate constants obtained from these studies were shown to be
the rate constants for removal of a triton .

The activation para-

meters (6H* and 6S*) for the exchange reactions were also determined
for these hydrocarbons from the results of the exchange studies at
various temperatures.
The hydrogen-deuterium isotope effects for the reaction of
chloroform, iodoform or 9-phenylfluorene with methoxide were
determined in methanol at various temperatures .

These isotope effects

were found to be small for chloroform and iodoform (1 . 25 and 1. 02 at
0°C, respectively), and large for 9-phenylfluorene (5 . 3 at 10°C) .
The low isotope effects for the haloforms are suggested as evidence
of a highly asymmetric transition state for the proton transfer .
A method was developed to determine the hydrogen-tritium
isotope effects for the reaction of methanol with the conjugate
bases of chloroform, iodoform and 9-phenylfluorene in methanol at

iv

various temperatures .

The values for these isotope effects at

ooc

are 1.50 and 1.27 for the chloroform and iodoform conjugate bases,
respectively and 12.9 for the conjugate base of 9-phenylfluorene at
10°C.
From the results of the kinetic exchange studies on iodoform
and chloroform, along with the thermodynamic pKa's determined for
iodoform, and assuming a Bronsted exponent of unity, the pKa of
chloroform in methanol at 25°C was calculated to be 21.1.
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I.

INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

The interaction of acids and bases is probably one of the oldest
types of chemical reactions studied.

From the simplest case of acid

indigestion to the extremely complex interaction of man-made pollutants
with the environment, the impact of acid-base chemistry on the world
can be seen and felt virtually everywhere.

Indeed, the very existence

of life itself depends upon the interactions of acids and bases.
The early history of acid-base chemistry, including some of the
early theories on acidic behavior, has been discussed by R.P. Bell 1 and
P~

Walden. 2"

Because of the enormous amount of information which has

been compiled on the interactions of acids and bases, this introduction
presents only a portion of the information available:

that which is

essential to the understanding of the developments which follow
this section.

For more discussion of those topics not presented here,
a number of standard texts may be consulted. 1 ' 3- 8
Many of the early developments in acid-base chemistry were related
to problems in establishing a universal definition for acids and bases.
Many of the difficulties and ambiguities in these early developments
were removed by the definition suggested, independently, by Bronsted 9
and Lowry 10 in 1923. In general, they defined an acid as a species
having a tendency to lose or donate a proton and a base as a substance
having a tendency to accept or gain a proton .

A thorough discussion
of the definition has been presented by R.P. Bell. 11 One of the
important consequences of the definition is that it is not limited to
a particular solvent or to uncharged molecules.

Another important

2

consequence of the definition was the relationship of an acid and its
conjugate base.

This interrelationship is expressed by the chemical

equilibrium:
~

acid

base + proton

( 1)

Some of the typical examples of Bronsted-Lowry acid-base pairs are:

H20

-+
+-

-+

OH - + H+

(2)

NH+

+-

NH 3 + H+

(3)

HS04

-+
+-

so~ + H+

(4)

4

The Bronsted-Lowry definition of acids and bases was expanded in
1923 by G.N. Lewis 12 to include substances whose reactions did not
involve a proton transfer.

Lewis defined an acid as a substance which

could accept an electron pair from a base to form a covalent bond, and
a base as a substance which could donate an electron pair to an acid
to form a covalent bond.

By this definition, Lewis has included, as

acids, compounds such as A1Cl 3, BF 3 , and Ag + . In general, reactions
which involve proton transfers are discussed in terms of the BronstedLowry definition and those which involve molecules such as A1Cl 3 or
BF are discussed in terms of the Lewis definition. In the discussions
3
which follow, only the Bronsted-Lowry definition of acids and bases
will be utilized.
Since a proton or any other charged species cannot exist as a
free entity 13 , 14 in solution, that is, independent of its environment,
the chemical equilibrium shown in equations (1) - (4) cannot describe

3

the true reactions of acids and bases in solution.

The general

equation which describes the actual transfer of a proton from an acid
to a base in solution is:
(5)

where B1 and B2 are the conjugate bases of the acids A1 and A2 ,
respectively.
The equilibrium constant for the reaction shown in equation (5)
can be expressed as the ratio of the activities of the products (A 2
and B1) to the activities of the reactants (A 1 and B2) as shown in
equation (6).
(6)

Since equation (5) can be written as the sum of the hypothetical
reactions (7) and (8), the equilibrium constant for the overall
reaction,
(7)
B + H+
2

-:

A
2

(8)

given by equation (5), is equal to the ratio of the equilibrium
constants (sometimes called the intrinsic acidity constants) 15 for
the hypothetical reactions (7) and (8).

Al
( i ntri ns i c)
Keq = A2
K (intrinsic)
K

(9)

4

The equilibrium constant for the overall reaction is therefore a
measure of the relative strengths of the acids A1 and A or the rela2
tive strengths of the conjugate bases B1 and B2. Since the relative
strengths of two acids are inversely equal to the relative strengths
of their conjugate bases, the properties of acids and their conjugate
bases are generally discussed in terms of the strengths of the acids.
Since an acid must be dissolved in a specific solvent in order
to study its acidic behavior in solution, the solvent may and usually
does serve as a proton acceptor (base). 16 Thus it is evident that
the intrinsic strength of an acid is inextricably related to the
affinity of the solvent for the proton.

This emphasizes the extreme

importance of the solvent in determining the apparent strengths of
acids.
The effect of the solvent on the dissociation of acids has been
discussed by R.P. Bell. 17 Other investigators 5 ' 18 have attempted to
determine a relationship between the properties of a particular solvent
and the extent of ionization of an acid in that particular solvent
system.
The parameter used to measure the extent of ionization is called
the

11

acid dissociation constant .. or sometimes the .. acidity constant

11
•

The acid dissociation constant for a protonic acid (RH) ionizing
in a solvent (SH) according to the following reaction:
RH + SH

t

-

R + SH

+

2

(10)

(where R- represents the conjugate base of RH and sH; represents the
solvated proton) is given by equation (11).

5

(11)

If we utilize

the thermodynamic convention that a pure liquid

(solvent) is defined as having unit activity and if this definition
is assumed also valid for relatively dilute solutions, equation (11)
becomes:
(12)

Equation (12) may be further simplified by assuming that if the
concentration of the species in solution (except for the solvent) are
low, their activity coefficients will approach unity and the concentrations of the species may be used in place of their activities.
For the sake of simplicity, the assumption of dilute solutions will
be used in all subsequent developments.

When the activities are

replaced by the corresponding concentration terms, equation (12)
becomes:

(13)

Once again, the overall reaction shown in equation (10) can be
written as the sum of the hypothetical reactions:
RH

-::_

R- + H+

(14)

(15)

6

The acid dissociation constant shown in equation (13) can therefore
be expressed as the ratio of the hypothetical (intrinsic) acid
dissociation constants from equations (14) and (15).

RH (.

t .

. )

K 1n r1ns1c
= --~~------~
sH+

(16)

K 2 (intrinsic)

For many compounds, the acidity constant is one of the most easily
measured functions of their chemical reactivity.

The acidity constant

of a compound can provide a wealth of information about the acid and
its conjugate base. R.F. Cookson 19 has recently discussed many of
the uses of acidity constants.

Some of the examples of the information

which can be derived from acidity constants are:

carbanion stabilities,

information on catalytic phenomena and insight into the kinetics and
mechanisms of reactions as well as structural and thermodynamic information.

It is evident, even from this incomplete list of uses, that

the acidity constant can be an extremely useful tool for the understanding of complex chemical reactions.

As might be expected, the

acidity constant is often a highly sought index of chemical reactivity.
Several recent review articles deal with the various methods
available for determining acid dissociation constants. 19 - 21 Two of
the more recent reviews, which are pertinent to the following
discussions, were by J.R. Jones 20 in 1973 and R.F. Cookson 19 in 1974.
Because of the quality of these reviews, a comprehensive discussion
of the various methods available for the determination of acidity
constants was not deemed necessary .

Instead, a discussion of the

general approach to the determination of acid dissociation constants

7

will be presented.

In this presentation, methods which are pertinent

to the concepts and developments of this dissertation will be discussed.
In order to determine the Ka (or pKa) of an acid in solution, the
equilibrium concentrations of the acid, its conjugate base and the
solvated proton must be determined.
The number of concentration terms which must be determined to
calculate the dissociation constant for an acid can be reduced by
observing the fundamental stoichiometric relationship of the species
in solution; that is, for each molecule of acid which dissociates, one
proton and one molecule of the conjugate base of the acid are formed.
Thus, if the original concentration of the acid in solution (before
ionization) is known and if the equilibrium concentrations of the
unionized acid or the solvated proton or the conjugate base of the
acid can be determined, the equilibrium concentrations of the others
can be calculated.
From this simplifying relationship, the parameters necessary to
calculate the dissociation constant of an acid are reduced to the
initial concentration of the acid and the equilibrium concentration of
the unionized acid or the conjugate base of the acid or the solvated
proton.

(The review articles mentioned earlier describe the wide

variety of methods which are available for determining these equilibrium concentrations.)
In principle, any physical property which varies as a function of
ionization of the acid may be a suitable method for determining the
desired concentration terms.

However, the limiting factor on the use

of certain methods is the strength of the acid relative to the

8

solvent.

Acids such as HCl or HN0 3 are so strong in water that the
amount of acid which is not dissociated is extremely small and immeasurable by most methods.

This phenomenon is generally described as the
leveling effect of the solvent. 22 On the other hand, many organic
acids are so weakly acidic that even for high concentrations of the
acid, the concentrations of the solvated proton and the conjugate base
of the acid are extremely small.

The accurate measurement of concen-

trations of this order of magnitude requires a high degree of
sophistication and sensitivity in the measuring method.
Many of the methods which are capable of measuring concentrations
lower than 10- 5M require that the species in solution have special
properties.

If the conjugate base of the acid does not absorb light

in an unobscured portion of the electromagnetic spectrum and it does
not remove a proton from an indicator, the number of reliable methods
available for measuring the necessary equilibrium concentrations is
very small.
One of the approaches which has been employed in resolving the
dissociation constants for very weak acids involves the determination
of the specific rates for base-catalyzed hydrogen isotope exchange.
Once established, these rates are correlated with rates for compounds
whose thermodynamic pKa's have been determined by other methods.
23
Several investigators ' 24 have used this type of approach to calculate
the pK •s of acids in the range 18-40 pK units.
a
The basis of this approach is the linear dependence of the rate
constant for proton transfer reactions on the dissociation constant
for the acid. Bronsted and Pedersen 25 have shown that the effectiveness

9

of acids and bases as catalysts is related to the dissociation
constants for the acids or bases. Kresge 26 recently reviewed the
Bronsted relationship and has discussed some of the more recent
developments.

For general acid catalysis, the following equations

apply:27
k

a

= Ga Kaa

(17)
(18)

where ka represents the catalytic rate constant, Ka represents the
acid dissociation constant and Ga and a are parameters which depend
upon the reaction series and conditions.
For general base catalysis the pertinent equations are: 27
(19)
(20)

where kb represents the catalytic rate constant, Ka represents the
dissociation constant for the conjugate acid of the base and Gb and
S are parameters which depend upon the reaction series and

conditions.
For acids and bases which have more than one equivalent
dissociable proton or positions capable of accepting a proton, the
following statistical corrections must be made for equations (17)
.
27 28
and (19), respect1vely: '

10

(21)

kb

-q = Gb (_E_)
qK a

s

(22)

where "p" represents the number of equivalent dissociable protons and
11

q11 represents the number of equivalent positions in the conjugate

base which may accept a proton.
In this . research, the relationships shown above are used to relate
the catalytic rate constants for the proton transfer reactions of an
acid, of unknown pK , to that of a 11 Standard 11 acid whose thermodynamic
a
pKa is known.
A number of restrictions and limitations have been imposed upon
the application of the Bronsted relationship. These have been
.
d1scussed
by several authors. 26 ' 29 A thorough point by point analysis
of these restrictions, as they relate to the carbon acids studied in
this work, will be presented in Section IV of this dissertation.
As stated earlier, the kinetic acidities of weak hydrocarbon
acids are usually determined by measuring the rate of isotopic exchange
of the acidic proton.

Since there are three isotopes of hydrogen

(hydrogen,~H; deuterium,iH; tritium,fH), several methods are available
for measuring the rate constants for the proton transfer.
common methods include analysis by IR
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and

uv 31

The more

spectrophotometry and

. . d sc1n
. t 1"11 a t.10n spec t rome t ry . 23 '32- 34 L.1qu1. d sc1nt1
. "1 NMR 24 and 11qu1

lation spectrometry is by far the most sensitive method available for
35
measuring the rates of isotope exchange reactions.
An example of

11

the sensitivity of the liquid scintillation spectrometer is illustrated by the fact that it can readily detect a tritium concentration
on the order of 10- 15 M. Since tritium is a very weak B- emitter
(ca. 18 Kev), 36 the danger involved in its use is minimal.

The theory

and techniques involved in liquid scintillation counting have been
extensively discussed in the literature. 37
One method for determining thermodynamic acidities which has been
used for weak carbon acids is the method of 11 equilibrium quenching 11 • 38 - 40
Basically, the method involves establishing the following equilibrium:
RH + S-

-+

+

-

R + SH

(23)

where RH represents the acid of unknown pKa' R- represents its
conjugate base, SH represents the acid of known pKa and S- represents
its conjugate base.
is

11

After this equilibrium has been established, it

destroyed 11 by -quenching the anions (bases) in such a manner that

the product of the quench of R- can be distinguished from the acid RH
and the product of the quench of S can be distinguished from the acid
SH.

In this way, the equilibrium concentrations of R-, S-, RH and SH

can be calculated and the equilibrium constant for equation (23) can
be calculated from equation (24).
K

eq

= ----

[RH] [S-]

(24)

Since equation (23) is the sum of the hypothetical reactions:

RH

t R- + H+

(25)

(26)
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the equilibrium constant for the overall reaction is equal to the
ratio of the hypothetical (intrinsic) acid dissociation constants:
K

= I<RH (intrinsic)

eq

KSH (intrinsic)

(27)

The desired acid dissociation constant is for the reaction:
RH + SH

-+

+

R- + SH +
2

(28)

As demonstrated earlier, equation (16), the acid dissociation
constant for equation (28) is equal to the ratio of two hypothetical
(intrinsic) dissociation constants.
RH ( . t .

. )

I(
1n _
r1ns1c
= ..___.;.
_
_- P - _

KSH~

(29)

(intrinsic)

Therefore. in order to calculate K:H as described by equation
(29), the equilibrium constant for reaction (23) must be multiplied by

KSH (intrinsic)
s~t
K 2 (intrinsic)

(30)

This ratio of intrinsic dissociation constants is equal to the known
acid dissociation constant or autoprotolysis constant for the acid SH.
The equilibrium quench method has historically been performed by
a variety of techniques.

Among the first to employ this method of

equilibrium quenching for the determination of equilibrium constants,
were Conant and Wheland. 38 In 1932, they quenched the sodium or
potassium salts of a number of weak hydrocarbon acids by converting
these salts (bases) to the corresponding carboxylic acids with carbon
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dioxide.

From the proportions of each hydrocarbon converted to

carboxylic acid, they calculated the pi<a of each hydrocarbon in
diethyl ether, relative to acetophenone (arbitrarily assigned a pK

a

of 20) .
In 1972, K.R. Leffek 39 performed an equilibrium quench on
di-(4-nitrophenyl)-methane in alcoholic sodium alkoxide (ethanol, isopropanol or t-butanol) with DCl.

Leffek did observe deuterium incor-

poration in the hydrocarbon after the quench, although he did not use
the results to calculate a pKa for the hydrocarbon.
One of the more recent (1973) and sophisticated equilibrium
quench studies was performed by Bres 1O'v~ and Chu. 40 They determined
the pKa's of a variety of aryl-substituted methanes in tetrahydrofuran
(THF) relative to triphenylmethane (pl<a 31.5)..

The technique used by

Breslow and Chu involved the formation of appreciable amount of
triphenylmethyl carbanion in solution by treating triphenylmethane
with butyl-1 i thi urn and then adding the hydrocarbon of
establish the equilibrium described by equation (23).
was then quenched by first adding

o2o,

unknov~n

pKa to

This equilibrium

follovJed immediately by glacial

acetic acid in order to inhibit isotopic exchange after quenching .
They then analyzed the two hydrocarbons for percent deuterium
incorporation by NMR spectroscopy and calculated the pl<a as described
earlier.

Since the range for this method of analysis was only one or

two pK units, Breslow and Chu chose acids whose pKa's would overlap
one another.

In this way, a weak acid from one pK range could be used

as a standard for the next higher pK range and so on.

By using this

14

11

Staging

11

technique, they were able to determine pK 's for extremely
a
weak acids (ca. pKa > 35). Breslow and Chu also found that the acid
dissociation constants determined by the equilibrium quenching method
were in good agreement with those obtained from potentiometric studies.
Over the past 40-50 years, a number of authors have established
acidity scales for weak hydrocarbon acids in a variety of solvents
and by a variety of methods. 24 , 38 , 41 - 44 The comparison of a pK shown
a
for a specific hydrocarbon in one table does not always agree with the
value for that hydrocarbon found in another table.

This is not at all

unexpected when one considers the dependence of the dissociation
constant on the solvent.

J. March 45 has tabulated the pKa's for

compounds which are representative of various classes of organic
The pKa's ranged from -12 for acids as strong as RN0 2H+
to 45 for cyclohexane. Although March indicates that the pKa •s for

compounds.

the approximately 80 representatives compounds are relative to water,
many of the values shown in his table are the same as those in the
original works (which were often for non-aqueous solvent systems).
March qualifies the quantitative use of his correlation by indicating
that for acids stronger than H+3o and weaker than H2o,
not only are
the pK values uncertain, but so are the relative positions (in
a
acidity).
It is also known that relative acidities can be reversed
11

• • •

11

through changes in the temperature.

45 46

'

Although there are acidity scales available which contain more
quantitative information on particular classes of organic compounds
47 50
(carboxylic acids, phenols, amines, etc . ) - , t·1 arch's tabulation
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probably provides the most comprehensive scale for the qualitative
comparison of relative acidities for various types of organic compounds.
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I I.

STATEMEr~T

OF THE PROBLEt1

The discussions presented in the previous section suggest the
need for a common solvent system in which the acidities of organic
compounds may be compared.

The solvent system which appears to be

best suited for this purpose is methanol.

This solvent was selected

for the following reasons:
1.

It dissolves most organic compounds.

2.

It does not absorb light in the workable ultraviolet region
of the spectrum.

3.

It is similar to water in many respects.

4.

It has a liquid-state temperature range of -95°C to +65°C
at atmospheric pressure.

5.

The preparation, handling and measurement of the concentration of the conjugate base (MeO-) is relatively easy.

This investigation is directed toward the study of the kinetic
and thermodynamic properties of selected weak carbon acids in
methanol.

The particular developments of this investigation include

the following:
1.

The development and improvement of theoretical and experimental
techniques for the various reactions studied .

2.

The determination of the rate constants for the base-catalyzed
hydrogen-isotope exchange of chloroform, iodoform, 9-phenyl fluorene and indene in methanol at various temperatures .

3.

The measurement of the thermodynamic pKa of iodoform in
methanol at 25° and 35°C .
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4.

The determination of the pK of chloroform in methanol at
a
various temperatures by the carrel at ion of isotope exchange
rate constants for chloroform and iodoform with the thermodynamic pKa measurements for iodoform.

In conjunction with this study, the techniques for the determination
of thermodynamic acidities and isotope effects for the exchange
reactions were explored.
It is hoped that the present study wi 11 add to our kno\vl edge of
the behavior of weak carbon acids in solution.
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III.
A.

EXPERI MENTAL

APPARATUS AND EQUIPMENT
1.

Egui£ment Cleaning Procedure

All glass equipment was soaked a minimum of 12 hours in an
alcoholic-sodium hydroxide bath .

The equipment was then rinsed first

with hot tap water then with distilled water and dried in a 110°C
oven.

All rubber septa were soaked a minimum of 24 hours in methanol

(Fisher, certified ACS) and allowed to air dry before use .
2.

Jacketted PiEette

A jacketted pipette was constructed by enclosing a conventi onal
5-ml pipette within a 1 3/8 inch diameter glass cylinder which was
equipped with two side arms, one near each end .

This allowed for the

control of the temperature of solutions within the pipette .
3.

Copper-Constantan Thermocouele

A thermocouple was prepared in the norma1 51 way employing three
reference junctions and three measuring junctions with each junction
placed in a four-inch length of 3-mm diameter glass tubing which had
previously been sealed on one end .

The thermocouple was standardized

at four different temperatures .
ization were:

The four materials used for standard1,2-dichloroethane (mp -35 . 36°C) , 36 carbon tetrachloride

(mp -22.99°C), 36 ice-water (mp 0. 000°C) 36 and an aqueous solution of
sodium sulphate at its transition temperature (this solution maintains
52
a temperature of 32 . 384oc) .
The potentiometer used for measuring the thermoelectric potential
generated across the juncti ons was a Leeds and Northrup Model 8691-2
millivolt potentiometer, capable of measuring voltages to an accuracy
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of ±15

~volts.

This uncertainty in the voltage measurement of ±15

llVO l ts

corresponds to a temperature uncertainty for this thermocouple

of ±0.15°C over the temperature range studied.

It was determined that

the error in the measurement of the known temperatures with this
apparatus was within the experimental error and therefore, the
standard table 53 of values for a copper-constantan thermocouple was
used without correction.
4.

Constant-Temperature Baths

Constant-temperature baths were prepared for use at the following
temperatures:
B.

35.0°C, 25.0°C, 10.0°C, 0.0°C, -10.0°C and -20.0°C .

INSTRUMENTS
JEOL JMS-0100 Mass Spectrometer with a Texas Instrument 700 ASR

Computer.
Varian EM 360 Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Spectrometer (NMR).
Perkin Elmer Model 337 Grating Infrared Spectrophotometer (IR).
Perkin Elmer Model 137 Prism Infrared Spectrophotometer (IR).
Nuclear Chicago Model 2 Liquid Scintillation Spectrometer.
Leeds and Horthrup Model 86912 Millivolt Potentiometer.
Mettler H20 Electronic Balance.
C.

CHEf~ ICALS

1.

Anhydrous Methanol

The anhydrous methanol used in the experiments was prepared by
first reacting 10 grams of magnesium metal with approximately 3 liters
of methanol (Fisher, certified ACS) or methanolic-sodium rnethoxide .
(A few crystals of iodine were added to initiate the reactions.)
methanol was then distilled into a bottle or flask which was

The
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continuously flushed with argon.

The anhydrous methanol thus collected

was redistilled utilizing the same argon flushing technique and sealed,
bp 63.7°-64.2°C, 740 mm Hg, lit 36 bp 64.96°C, 760 mm Hg. Containers
were promptly flushed with argon and resealed after each use.
2.

Toluene

Toluene (Fisher, purified grade) was first distilled from clean
sodium metal and then redistilled into a container which was continually flushed with argon, bp 109.0°-l09.6°C, 740 mm Hg, lit 36 bp 110.6°C,
760 mm Hg.

This toluene was used for all hydrocarbon extractions and

for the preparation of scintillation solutions.
3.

9-Phenylfluorene

9-Phenylfluorene was prepared by the method of Ullmann and
Wurstemberger. 54 White flocculent crystals were obtained by recrystallizing the product twice from anhydrous ethanol, mp 147.5°-l48°C,
lit 36 148°C; yield 45%. The IR and NMR spectra were consistent with
9-phenylfluorene.
Ana1. 55 calcd for

c19 H14 :

C, 94.21; H, 5.79.

Found:

C, 94 . 30;

H, 5.74.
4.

Methanol-d 1

Methanol-d was prepared by reacting equimolar amounts of o2o
1
(99.8+ %0) and anhydrous sodium methoxide (Matheson). The methanol-d 1
(99.8+ %0) produced in the reaction was distilled directly and
protected from the air with an argon cover, bp 64o-65°C, 740 mm Hg,
lit36 bp 65.5°C, 760 mm Hg.
with methanol-d 1•

The IR and NMR spectra were consistent
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5.

9-Deuterio-9-Phen~lfluorene

9-Deuteri o-9-phenyl fluorene v1as prepared by exchanging 9-phenylfluorene (prepared above) in methanol-d 1 (99 . 8+ %0) (prepared above)
containing anhydrous sodium methoxide . The procedure involved
combining 2.4 grams of 9-phenylfluorene, 33 grams of methanol-d 1
(99.8+ %D) and approximately 1 gram of anhydrous sodium methoxide in
a round bottom flask.

The flask was then fitted with a reflux

condenser and heated to boiling.

Toluene was then added to dissolve

totally all of the 9-phenylfluorene, and the mixture was allowed to
reflux for 8 hrs, after which the solution was cooled to room
temperature and made slightly acid with 6 N hydrochloric acid.

The

mixture \f/as then transferred to a separatory funnel containing 50 ml
of distilled water and 50 ml of toluene and shaken vigorously .

After

5 hrs, the toluene layer was separated and dried over anhydrous
sodium sulfate (Fisher, certified ACS) and tHe toluene was removed
by rotary evaporation under aspirator vacuum.

The resultant white

solid was recrystallized twice from anhydrous diethyl ether
(t~allinckrodt)

and dried in a vacuum desiccator for 7

hrs ~

W1R and

IR spectra for the product, in comparison to the starting material,
were consistent with 9-deuterio-9-phenylfluorene, estimated 99 %0;
mp 151.5°-l52°C; yield 1.2 g (about 50%).
6.

Indene

Indene (Eastman, technical grade) was purified by vacuum distill36
ation, bp 90°-l00°C at about 10 mm Hg, lit 182.4°C, 760 mm Hg. The
NMR and IR spectra were consistent with indene.
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7.

Ch 1oroform

Chloroform (Mallinckrodt, spectrophotometric grade) was used as
supplied by the manufacturer.

IR and NMR spectra indicated no

impurities.
8.

Iodoform

Iodoform (Matheson, practical grade) was purified by recrystallizing twice from anhydrous methanol and drying the crystals for 24
hours in a vacuum desiccator.

The purification was performed in

red light to minimize photo-induced decomposition (see Appendix D).
The NMR and IR spectra were consistent with iodoform, mp 123°-l23.5°C,
lit 36 mp 123°C.
9.

Iodoform-d 1

Deuterio-iodoform was prepared by a modified version of the
. dof orm reac t•1on. 56
10
Procedure.

(Note:

White 1ight was carefully excluded during the

preparation of iodoform-d 1.) The acetone-d 6 (Stohler, 99.5 %0) (5 g,
0.08 mol) was first dissolved in about 50 ml of o2o (Stohler, 99.8+ %0).
While stirring the solution vigorously and cooling it in an ice-water
bath, small portions of the iodine (120 g, 0.95 mol) (t1erck, resublimed)
were added, followed by enough anhydrous sodium methoxide (50 g, 0.93
mol) (Matheson) to remove the iodine color.

The alternating addition

process was continued until all of the iodine and sodium methoxide had
been added.

Approximately 50 ml of toluene was added to the resultant

reddish-yellow mass.

This mixture was then heated, with stirring,

in a steam bath for about five minutes.

The toluene layer was then

decanted from the putty-like mass and filtered by vacuum filtration.
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This extraction process was repeated with three additional 50-ml
additions of toluene and the filtered toluene solutions of CDI
combined.

3

were

The toluene solution was then heated and reduced in

volume by rotary evaporation under aspirator vacuum until the yellovJ
CDI 3 began to precipitate.

Enough toluene was then added to

redissolve any CDI 3 which had precipitated. The warm solution was
then cooled slowly to about -30°C and the light yelloVJ crystals were
collected by vacuum filtration.

The light yellow crystals thus

collected were recrystallized twice from toluene and dried for 24 hrs
in a vacuum desiccator.

The high resolution mass spectrum, as w.ell

as the NMR and IR spectra, were consistent with deuterio-iodoform,
99.5+ %0; mp 125°-125.5°C; yield 4.5 g, 14.6%.
10.

Tritiated Water

Radioactive hydrogen (in the form of tritium-enriched water) was
obtained from NevJ England Nuclear Corp., Boston,

t~ass.,

and Amersham/

Searle, Arlington Heights, Ill., in samples of 1 curie per gram and
5 curie per gram, specific activities, respectively.

Aliquots

(20-~l)

of these tritiated water samples were sealed in glass capillaries
(Kimax, 1.6-1.8 mm diameter) which were in turn sealed in 4-in.
lengths of 3-mm diameter glass tubing.
D.

SPECIAL SOLUTIONS
1.

Scintillation Solution

The scintillation solution used for all non-aqueous tritium
analyses was prepared in the following proportions:
phenyloxazole (PPO

~

8.6 g of 2,5-di-

Packard Instrument Co., Inc., scintillation
0

grade) fluoro. max. at 3800 A and 0.52 g of
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1,4-bis-[2-(5-phenyloxazolyl)]-benzene (POPOP, Packard Instrument Co.,
0

Inc., scintillation grade) fluoro. max. at 4200 A, were added to
1900 ml of toluene. 57 This solution was allowed to stand overnight
at room temperature before use.

An emulsifying scintillation

solution was used for aqueous samples (Insta-Gel, Packard).
2.

Potassium Hydrogen Phthalate Standard Solution

A standard solution of potassium hydrogen phthalate was prepared
according to standard procedures. 58
3.

Anhydrous

r~ethano l i c

Sodi urn

r·~ethoxi de

Sol uti on

Anhydrous methanolic sodium methoxide solutions were prepared by
allowing clean sodium metal to react with an appropriate volume of
anhydrous methanol.

During reaction, the anhydrous methanol was

cooled in an ice bath to slow the vigorous reaction; special precautions were taken to exclude moisture.

After approximately 24 hrs, the

solution was transferred to a ground glass stoppered reagent bottle
and flushed with argon.
When a very dilute solution was desired, an aliquot of a more
concentrated anhydrous methanolic sodium methoxide solution was
diluted with an appropriate volume of anhydrous methanol.
All anhydrous methanolic sodium methoxide solutions were
standardized within 24 hrs of their use.

The standardizations were

carried out by performing a minimum of five titrations of the solution
against aliquots of a standard potassium hydrogen phthalate solution,
using phenophthalein as an indicator.
4.

Benzenesulfonic Acid Stock Solution

A 1.0 Msolution of benzenesulfonic acid in methanol was prepared
by weighing the proper quantity of the rna 1ten acid in :. · a vo 1 umetri c
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flask which was then filled to the mark at 20°C with methanol (Fisher,
certified ACS).
E.

TRITIUM ANALYSIS PROCEDURE 37
Scintillation vials containing 15 ml of the scintillation solution

described earlier were prepared and monitored in a Nuclear Chicago
Mode 1 2 Liquid Sci nti 11 a ti on Spectrometer for a p,e ri od of one minute
in the tritium ("fH'•) channel. This preliminary counting process
serves to establish the background activity of each vial so that when
a tritium assay for a given kinetic, equilibrium exchange or equilibrium quench run was desired, vials of the same background activity
could be selected.

(Since all samples assayed for a given run would

now have the same background activity as the blanks, when the average
activities of the blanks were subtracted from the other samples of
the specific run, the background activity would also be taken into
account.)
After the aliquots of the samples to be analyzed were transferred
to the selected scintillation vials, they were placed in the Liquid
Scintillation Spectrometer along with a set of six quenched tritium
standards (Amersham/Searle) and an unquenched tritium standard
(Packard).

The vials were then allowed to equilibrate for approxi-

mately 15 minutes to the temperature of the spectrometer's refrigerated
compartment. 37 a Each sample was then counted for two, 10-min periods
and for a 1-min counting period on the external standard mode.

The

teletype connected to the scintillation counter automatically lists
the pertinent data [sample number, counting time, actual counts
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observed in each channel as well as the designated channel •s ratios
(external standard counting mode only)].
The counts were monitored in three different channels ( 11 iH/ 11 ,
H11 II Aux II) wh.1c h e 1ec t ron1ca
. 11 y d.1scr1m1nate
. .
.
aga1nst
a11 photons
1 ,

113

except those of the designated energy levels.

c·iH

11
)

The tritium channel

was the only channel used to determine tritium counts.

other two channels ( 11 iH/ 11 ,

11

The

AUX 11 ) were used to determine the counting

efficiency so that the counts observed in the tritium channel could
be converted to absolute disintegrations per minute.

In order to

determine the counting efficiency of an unknown sample, a standard
quench correction curve had to be established. 37 a This was
accomplished by first finding the counting efficiency of the tritium
(

11

iH

11

)

channel for the seven tritium standards (all of which had

different efficiencies).

This was done by dividing the average counts

per minute (CPM) observed by the actual disintegrations per minute
(DPM) occurring in each solution (determined for each standard from
the decay law).

The second step was to plot the counting efficiency

of the tritium channel for each of the standards versus the ratio of
CPM for channel

11

AUX 11 to the CPM of channel

11

3 11
1H/ observed during the

external standard counting mode for each standard (less any CPM
contributed by the radioactive tritium sample to each channel
respectively).
curve.

This plot generated the standard quench correction

To determine the counting efficiency for an unknown sample,

the same counting procedure was followed and the channels• ratios for
11

Aux 11 and

113

H/ 11 were determined from the external standard counting

1

mode for the unknown sample.

The efficiency was then that point on
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the quench correction curve which corresponded to the appropriate
channels• ratio value.

The absolute disintegration rate for the

unknown sample was then calculated by dividing the CPM for the

113 H11

1

channel, observed during the normal counting mode, by the counting
efficiency.
F.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
All weighings in this section were to 0.01 mg unless otherwise

stated.
1.

Kinetic Runs

a.

Hydrocarbon Stock Solution.

Hydrocarbons that were solids

at room temperature were differentially weighed and transferred
directly to a round bottom flask.

The appropriate volume of anhy-

drous methanol was then pipetted into the flask and the capillaries
of tritium enriched water were added.

After the hydrocarbon had

completely dissolved, the tritiated water capillaries were crushed
beneath the surface of the solution with a glass stirring rod.

The

flask was then stoppered with a tightly fitting rubber septum and
the tritium was allowed to equilibrate throughout the methanol for a
. .
. t es. 59
m1n1mum
of f.1ve m1nu

Hydrocarbons that were liquids at room temperature were syringed
into preweighed Kimax capillaries (1.6- 1.8 mm diameter), submerged
in ice-water below the hydrocarbon-filled portion and sealed by
oxygen-gas flame.

After drying, the capillaries were reweighed and

the weight of the hydrocarbon determined.

These capillaries were

then placed in a round bottom flask along with the capillaries of
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tritiated water and prepared with the appropriate volume of anhydrous
methanol, as were the solid samples.
b.

Tritium Analysis of the Hydrocarbon Stock Solution.

The

hydrocarbon stock solutions used for each kinetic run were analyzed
for absolute tritium activity by removing a minimum of three
aliquots of the stock solution with a

50-~l

50- ~ l

graduated syringe (Hamil-

ton) and diluting each to a 50- or 100-ml final volume with methanol .
Aliquots of these solutions, equal to 50

~1

and 100

~l

respectively,

were then placed into precounted scintillation vials and counted, as
described earlier, in the liquid scintillation spectrometer.

The

absolute activity of the hydrocarbon stock solution was then
calculated from the dilution factors and the average specific activity
of each scintillation vial.
c.

Fragile Bulb Utilization.

The fragile bulbs (prepared from

6- in. lengths of 3-mm glass tubing) \'/ere made ready for a kinetic run
by placing 0.090 ml of a standard methanolic sodium methoxide solution
into the bulb with a graduated
a 6-in. needle.

100-~l

syringe (Hamilton) fitted with

After the bulbs were filled, they were placed in an

ice-water bath and the open end of the tube was sealed by oxygen-gas
flame.

After cooling, the bulb and tube were rinsed with methanol or

acetone and all ov-1ed to air dry.

The end which \vas sealed was then

coated with a very small amount of high vacuum silicone grease (Dow)
and pushed through a prepunched rubber septum.
d.

Kinetic Point _Assembly.

A graduated 1.00-ml syringe fitted

with a 4-in. needle was used to transfer 1.00 ml of the hydrocarbon
stock solution to individual Kimax test tubes which had been
shortened to 3 or 4 in .

The base-filled fragile bulbs which had
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been pushed through the septems were then placed in the test tubes and
the septums were fitted into place.

The fragile bulbs were then

lowered to the bottoms of the test tubes, causing them to be submerged
below the surface of the 1.00 ml of hydrocarbon stock solution.

The

test tubes were then placed in the desired constant-temperature bath
and allowed to thermally equilibrate.
As an experimental control, at least three blanks were prepared
for each kinetic run.

These blanks consisted of a test tube contain-

ing the 1.00 ml of hydrocarbon stock solution but without the sodium
methoxide solution.

The blanks were prepared at the same time as the

kinetic points and were sealed with rubber stoppers to prevent
evaporation.

These blanks were also allowed to thermally equilibrate

in the desired constant-temperature bath.
e.

The Exchange Reaction.

When each assembly had equilibrated

to the desired temperature, the exchange reaction was initiated by
breaking the fragile bulb containing the base solution against the
bottom of the test tube.

To provide more efficient mixing, the glass

tube was twisted and ground into the bottom of the test tube after
the bulb was broken.

The tube was then raised above the surface of

the reaction mixture and tapped firmly against the side of the test
tube to remove any of the solution from the tube.

After a predeter-

mined time had elasped, the exchange reaction was terminated by
injecting 1.0 ml of a 1.0 Mmethanolic BSA solution (described
earlier) into the test tubes.

The glass tubes were then submerged

in the now acidic solution to insure that all traces of the exchange
solution were acidified.
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f.

Timing

r~ett~ods.

Two methods were found to be satisfactory

for timing of the exchange reactions.

One method involved the use of

a foot operated holding switch of an electronic timing device.

The

holding switch controls the display board of the timer and this
display board then indicates the time, to the nearest hundreth of a
second, at which the holding switch was activated.
was reset, the display returned to the actual
the

11

running

11

11

When the switch

running

11

time.

(Note:

time is not affected by the operation of the holding

switch.)
A second timing method was used for experiments which involved
very short elasped times.

Since there was not sufficient time to

tabulate initiation times for these reactions before the timer had to
be reset, a tape recorder was used to record the sample number and
the actual time interval of the exchange reaction.

In this way, the

tape could be replayed after the run was completed and the actual
interval between initiation and termination timed, using the same
electronic timing device described above.

The tape was always

replayed on the same recorder used to record the timing interval and
A. C. current \vas always used as po\ver to insure reproducabil ity of
the operating speeds for the recorder .
Regardless of the method used in timing the exchange reaction,
the interval of time measured was from the instant the fragile bulb
was broken until the first drop of the methanolic BSA solution came
into contact with the reaction mixture .
g.

Transfer, Extraction and Washing Procedure .

Once the exchange

reaction had been terminated, the contents of each test tube were
quantitatively transferred to indivi dual 125 ml separatory funnels
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containing 15 ml of distilled water and 10.00 ml of toluene (pipetted).
The transfer was performed by first releasing the septum from the test
tube and breaking off the sealed end of the glass tube.

Then

approximately 2 ml of the methanol was used to rinse all traces of
the reaction mixture from the glass tube into the test tube.

The

entire contents of the test tubes were then poured into the separatory
funnels and the test tubes were thoroughly rinsed with approximately
8 ml of additional methanol, which was also added to the separatory
funnels.
Following the transfer, the separatory funnels were shaken
vigorously, and then allowed to stand for a minimum of five hours,
which was found to be a sufficient time for the two layers to
separate.

This procedure provides for the quantitative extraction of

the hydrocarbon by the toluene layer (see Appendix D).
The toluene layer was subsequeritly washed five times at 30-min
intervals with 15-ml aliquots of distilled water to remove any
dissolved impurities containing radioactivity (i.e. methanol, BSA
or water).

It was determined that five washings were sufficient to

remove the radioactive impurities but not a measurable amount of the
tritiated hydrocarbon (except for chloroform runs, see Appendix D).
After washing, the toluene-hydrocarbon solutions were placed in
individual screw-capped vials which contained approximately 5 g of
or Na 2so 4 .
2
freezer overnight.
anhydrous CaC1

h.

These vials were then placed in a

Tritium Analysis of the Toluene-Hydrocarbon Solution.

After

the toluene-hydrocarbon solution had dried overnight in the freezer,
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the vials were allowed to equilibrate to room temperature.

Then

1.00 ml of each solution was transferred to selected scintillation
vials.

The same syringe was used for transferring each solution of

a kinetic run.

The syringe was rinsed with approximately 1 ml of the

solution before the actual transfer was performed.
The absolute activities of these scintillation vials were then
determined by liquid scintillation counting, as described in section
III-E.

The DPM/ml values of the toluene-hydrocarbon solution for the

blanks were averaged and subtracted from those observed for each of
the other samples.

The adjusted absolute activities (DPM/ml) for

the kinetic points in conjunction with the corresponding elapsed times
for the exchange reaction constitute the rate data necessary to plot
a kinetic point.
i.

Evaluation of Rate Parameters.

Rate parameters for kinetic

runs were evaluated by placing the rate data for each kinetic point
(DPM/ml and corresponding elapsed time) in a least-squares computer
program designed by D.F. DeTar 60 for first-order rate data (LSKit~1). 61
The program was run on an IBM 360 model 50 computer.

62

The computer

generated the first and second-order rate constants and calculated the
half-life, overall rate of the exchange reaction and the hydrocarbon
and methoxide concentration in the exchange solutions.
2.

Eguilibrium Exchange Runs

The equilibrium exchange runs are very similar to kinetic runs
except for a few physical changes in the procedure.

An equilibrium

exchange run can be described as a kinetic run in which all of the
samples are allowed to

exchange ~ until

isotopic exchange equilibrium
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has been reached (i.e. there is no further change with time of the
amount of tritium incorporated into the hydrocarbon).
a.

Hydrocarbon Stock

Soluti~n

and T:itium Analysis.

The hydro-

carbon stock solutions for the equilibrium exchange runs were prepared
and analyzed for tritium in an identical way to those for the kinetic
runs.

Occasionally, one hydrocarbon stock solution was prepared and

used for both a kinetic and an equilibrium exchange run.
b.

The Eguilibrium Exchange Reaction.

The equilibrium exchange

reactions were initiated by syringing 1.00 ml of the hydrocarbon stock
solution and 0.090 ml of a standard methanolic sodium methoxide
solution into a shortened Kimax test tube.

The test tubes were then

sealed with tightly fitting rubber stoppers and placed in the
appropriate constant-temperature bath.

The exchange reactions were

allowed to proceed for ten times the half-life of the exchange
reaction under the same conditions.

For reactions with extremely

long half-lives, the test tubes were permitted to exchange to near
equilibrium at a higher temperature and then were equilibrated to the
desired temperature for a period of time equal to at least five times
the half-life of exchange at the desired temperature.
The exchange reactions were terminated by injecting 1.0 ml of a
1.0 Mmethanolic BSA solution into each sample.
c.

SamEle Work-Up and Tritium

Anal~sis.

The individual samples

for an equilibrium exchange run were quantitatively transferred to
separatory funnels, extracted with toluene, washed with distilled
water, dried and analyzed for tritium by the same methods used in the
kinetic runs.
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d.

Data Analysis.

The absolute activities of the toluene-hydro-

carbon solutions for the equilibrium exchange runs were averaged and
used to calculate the ratios of the individual isotope effects.
3.

Quench Runs

a.

Hydrocarbon-Methanolic Sodium Methoxide Stock Solution.

Hydrocarbon-methanolic sodium methoxide stock solutions \-Jere prepared
by weighing the appropriate quantity of hydrocarbon by the differential
method and adding it to a preweighed volumetric flask.

A standard

methanolic sodium methoxide solution was added in portions until the
flask was filled to the mark at the desired temperature.

The flask

was then removed from the constant-temperature bath and reweighed to
determine the weight of added methanolic sodium methoxide solution.
b.

Benzenesulfonic Acid Solution.

A BSA solution was prepared

by weighing the appropriate quantity of benzenesulfonic acid
monohydrate into a volumetric flask.

The BSA monohydrate was dissolved

in anhydrous methanol and the flask was filled to the mark with
additional anhydrous methanol and thoroughly mixed.

The flask was

reweighed to determine the quantity of methanol added.
c.

Tritiated Benzenesulfonic Acid Stock Solution.

A tritiated

BSA stock solution was prepared by pipetting the desired volume of the
BSA solution prepared above into a preweighed 50-ml Erlenmeyer flask.
The flask was then reweighed to determine the weight of the BSA
solution added.

The proper number of capillaries of tritiated water

were then placed in the flask and crushed beneath the surface of the
liquid.

A tightly fitting rubber septum was then placed over the

mouth of the flask to prevent evaporation.
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d.

Analxsis of the Tritiated Benzenesulfonic Acid Stock

Solution.

A minimum of three,

50-~l

aliquots of the tritiated BSA

stock solution, prepared above, were placed in individual 100-ml
volumetric flasks.

The volumetric flasks were then filled to the
A 50-~1

mark with methanol and shaken to provide adequate mixing.

aliquot of each of these solutions was transferred to a precounted
scintillation vial and analyzed for tritium by the liquid scintillation counting method described earlier.

The absolute activities of

the tritiated BSA stock solution were then calculated from the
dilution factors.
e.

Quench Point Assembly.

A suitable number of 20-ml vials,

each fitted with a pressure sealing screw cap, were used as quench
reaction vessels.

Small glass coated stirring bars were placed in

each vial to facilitate mixing during the quenching process.

Each

vial was then numbered and weighed before one-ml aliquots of the
tritiated BSA stock solution were introduced into each.

The vials

were then reweighed.
The same volume of tritiated BSA stock solution as that used for
the quench reaction vials just described was transferred into at
least three additional vials which did not contain stirring bars.
These vials were used as experimental controls.
f.

The Quench Reaction.

Before the actuai quench reaction was

performed, the hydrocarbon-methanolic sodium methoxide solution was
thermostated . in the 5-ml jacketted pipette (section III-A-2).

The

solution was allowed to drain drop-wise into a sample vial
containing the stirring bar and tritiated BSA stock solution.

The
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solution in the vial was continuously stirred during the addition of
the solution from the pipette.

After all of the solution had drained

from the pipette, the vial was tightly capped and reweighed.
The quench run on the control samples (blanks) was performed by
first adding the equilibrated hydrocarbon-methanolic sodium methoxide
solution from the pipette to enough nontritiated BSA solution to make
the final mixture slightly acidic.

After mixing, these pre-quenched

hydrocarbon solutions were then added to the sample vials which
contained the tritiated BSA solutions.

These samples were then

analyzed by the same procedure used for all other samples.
g.

Sample Work-up and Tritium Analysis.

After the quench

reaction had been executed and the vials reweighed, the contents of
each (except for the stirring bars) were quantitatively transferred
to individual 125-ml separatory funnels containing 30 ml of distilled
water and 20.00 ml of toluene (pipetted).

The quantitative transfer

was accomplished by a continuous rinsing of the vials with a 10-ml
portion of methanol into the separatory funnels.

The separatory

funnels were then shaken vigorously and,after they were allowed to
stand overnight, the toluene layer of each was separated and washed
ten times on 30-min intervals with 30-ml portions of distilled water.
Once free of radioactive methanol and BSA impurities, the hydrocarbontoluene layer was dried over about five grams of anhydrous sodium
sulfate.

After drying, two 1-ml portions of each sample (including

the control samples) were transferred to individual precounted
scintillation vials and analyzed for tritium content, as described in
section III-E.

The average value of the absolute activities of the
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control samples (blanks) was then subtracted from the total activities
observed for each of the other samples to determine the actual amount
of tritium incorporation due to the quench reaction .
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IV.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The results of the kinetic and thermodynamic studies as well
as pertinent theoretical developments of this investigation will be
presented in this section.
following order:

These topics will be presented in the

the derivation of the rate expression for the

exchange reaction and its relationship to the rate constants for
proton transfer; the determination of the hydrocarbon-methoxide
isotope effect; the determination of the methanol-carbanion isotope
effect; the results of the kinetic exchange studies; the determination
of the activation parameters for the proton transfer reactions; the
results of the equilibrium quench studies; and the results of the
acidity corre 1at ion for chloroform and iodoform.

The conclusions

which are drawn from these results will be discussed under the
appropriate topics.

In addition, the results presented under each

of these topics will be compared, where possible, to those found by
other investigators.
A.

DERIVATION OF THE RATE EXPRESSIONt

r~cl<ay 63 and others 64 - 67 have shown that an exchange reaction
such as:

AX
(where:

+

BX

-.~c

t

*

AX + BX

(31)

X* is an isotope, most conveniently radioactive, that can

exchange with a normal isotope X) will obey a first-order rate
expression regardless of the mechanism of exchange.
tThe author wishes to express his gratitude to Professor G. L.
Bertrand 70 for his help with this derivation.
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In the derivation employed by McKay, it was necessary to restrict
the above statement to reactions which exhibit low isotope effects.
Harris, 68 in 1951, discussed the influence of isotope effects and
concluded that if the relative concentrations of the distinguishable
isotopes were low enough, the exchange reaction would always be
closely first-order. The problem was discussed further by Bunton et
a1. 69 in terms of associative and dissociative mechanisms. It was
concluded that deviations from first-order kinetics were unlikely
either as a result of isotopic fractionation or differences in
mechanisms for the exchange reaction.
In order to derive meaningful information about the reactivity
of the constituents of an exchange reaction, the first-order rate
constant that is observed for the exchange must be related to the
overall rate constants for the reaction of these constituents through
the actual (or proposed) mechanism.
The mechanism for base-catalyzed hydrogen-tritium exchange is
generally accepted to be: 33 , 34 , 71
kl
RH + MeO-

~

+

R- + MeOH

I

RT + MeO-

II

k_l

R- + MeOT

k2
~

+

k_2
where:
RH represents the hydrocarbon
R- represents the conjugate base of the hydrocarbon
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MeO

represents the base (methoxide)

MeOH represents the solvent (methanol)
MeOT represents tritiated methanol
k1, k_ 1, k2, k_ 2 represent the second-order rate constants
for the indicated reaction.
The net or overall process is then the sum of reactions I and II:
kl·k2
RH + MeOT
t
RT + MeOH
k_l·k-2

III

The rate of change in the concentration of [RT] with time is
(from reaction II):
(32)
(where:

bracketed terms represent molar concentrations).

From reactions I and II, it can be shown that:

and from the steady-state approximation,

d[R-]
dt may be set equal to

zero and equation (33) may be solved for [R-] s t ea dy-s t a t e :
k1[RH][Me0-] + ~ 2 [RT][Me0-]
k_1[MeOH] + k2[MeOT]

( 34)

Equation (34) may be si mplified if the relative concentrations
of the species in solution are considered .

These relative
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concentrations are:
Since k1

[MeOH]

>>

[RH]

~

[MeO-]

>>

[MeOT]

>>

[RT].

= k_ 2 and k_ 1 = k2 , the following approximations are valid:
(35)
(36)

and [R-]ss may be expressed by equation (37).

[R-]

ss

k [RH] [r4e0-]
1
k_ [~~eOH]
1

(37)

= ----

Substituting the right side of equation (37) into equation (32) for
[R-], the following rate expression is obtained:
d[RT]

dt

k1k2[Me0T][RH][Me0-]
= - - - - - - - - k_ 2 [RT][t.1e0-]
k_ 1[Me0H]

(38)

From the overall reaction (III),

= k1k2 . = [RT]eg[MeOH]eg

Kill

eq

i_lk-2

(39)

[RH]eq[MeOT]eq

where K111 represents the equilibrium constant for reaction III and
eq
the subscript 11 eq 11 represents the value of the term at exchange
equilibrium.

Since the concentration of RH, MeOT and . MeOH remain

essentially unchanged throughout the exchange reaction (even at
equilibrium), it may be assumed that at any time (t):

= [ [RH] [MeOT]]

[RH] [MeOT]]
[

[MeOH]

(40)

[t.1eOH]
t

eq
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Now from equation (39)
[RH] U~eOT]}
{

=

_[R_HJ__[_Me_OT_J

[MeOH]

[MeOH]
eq

=

[RT] eg
KIII
eq

(41)

If the right side of equation (41) is substituted into equation
(38), the rate expression becomes:

d[RT]
k1k2[RT]e [MeO-]
=
--k-(-.:K1'--"'II=--)-k_2[RT][r~e0-]
dt
-1 eq

(42)

and since
(43)

equation (42) may be simplified to equation (44).

(44)
Now separating variables and integrating:
[RT]

J
0

t

d[RT]

·
[RT]eq-[RT]

_
t-t

= J k 2[Me0-]dt
t=O -

(45)
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Equation (45) is in the identical form as that used in the computer
program (LSKINl) to generate the first-order rate constant. 60 , 72
~~here:

(46)

This equation shows that the first-order rate constant (kobs)
for an isotopic exchange reaction is directly related to the secondorder rate constant for triton abstraction by methoxide ion and not
to the abstraction of a proton.

Similar mathematical treatments of the

tritiation and detritiation of phenylacetylene in basic media by
Halevi and Long 33 conclude that the original position of the isotope
can be in either the hydrocarbon or the solvent.

In either case, the

first-order rate constant observed will be related to the rate constant
for the rupture of the C - T bond.

This was found to be the case for
phenylacetylene and dimethyl sulfoxide by Stewart and Jones. 73 Now if
the isotope effect is known for MeO- reacting with RH as opposed to
RT, the desired rate constant for proton abstraction can be calculated

from equation (46) by the following equations:
kl - w -- hydrocarbon-methoxide isotope effect

~ -

k_2

or
( 4 7)
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B.

DETER~1INATIOli

OF THE

HYDROCARBON-t~ETHOXIDE

ISOTOPE EFFECT

In order to obtain the second-order rate constant for proton
abstraction by methoxide ion (k 1 ) from the observed first-order rate
constant for base-catalyzed isotopic exchange ( kobs), it ~'las necessary
to determine kH/kT for the RT- r1e0

reaction.

The isotope effect, kH/kT, for the hydrocarbon-methoxide reaction
was calculated from kH/k 0 using the Streitwieser modification 23 of the
Swain-Schaad equation. 74
(48)

The va 1ues of k11 / k0 were ca 1cul a ted by the method of
Long. 34

~1a rgo 1in

and

The H-T and 0-T isotopic exchange reactions were performed on RH
and RD as described earlier in Section III-F-l.

The only experimental

restriction imposed was to limit the isotopic exchange to a very small
percent reaction.

This minimized the error introduced through the

loss of label in the deuterated hydrocarbon by protiodedeuteration and
also minimized the protiodetritiation of RT once it was formed (i.e.
k_ 2[RT][Me0-] z 0).
Over a small percent reaction, the change in concentration of the
tritiated hydrocarbon with time can be approximated by a straight
16
line. 75 A linear least-squares correlation of [RT] vs time was made
for each of the protiated and deuterated hydrocarbons studied and the
slopes were normalized for the methoxide concentration, the hydrocarbon
concentration and atom fraction tritium.

The kH/k 0 for a particular
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hydrocarbon-methoxide reaction was then calculated by dividing the
normalized slope determined for RH by that determined for the
corresponding RD.

(It should be noted that the individual slopes of

the [RT] vs time correlations are useful only for determining the
ratio kH/k 0 for the particular hydrocarbon-methoxide reaction and are
not independently meaningful.)
The results of the hydrocarbon-methoxide isotope effects studies
on chloroform, iodoform, and 9-phenylfluorene are shown in Tables I,
II, and III respectively.
The hydrogen-deuterium isotope effects observed for the reactions
of iodoform and chloroform with methoxide are much lower than the
maximum calculated isotope effects (ca. 7 at 25°C). 79 This suggests
a high degree of asymmetry in the transition state for the proton
transfers. 80 On the other hand, the isotope effects for 9-phenylfluorene were found to be quite large and a more symmetrical transition
state is suggested.
Margolin and Long 34 have determined kH/k 0 for the reaction of
chloroform with OH- in H20 by the same general method used to calculate
the corresponding isotope effect for the CHC1 3 - MeO- reaction in
methanol. They have observed a kH/k 0 of 1. 42 and 1.6 for the chloroform-hydroxide reaction in water at 25 and 0°C, respectively .

The

similarity of the t\-JO reactions and solvents would suggest (but not
demand) isotope effects of similar magnitudes in methanol .
Streitwieser et a1 . 23 have observed the exchange of isotopically
substituted 9-phenylfluorene in methanolic sodium methoxide at 25°C .
From a log-log plot of deuterium loss versus loss of tritium, they

TABLE I:
Hydrocarbon

Run

Temp

Results of the Ch 1oroform-r~ethoxi de Isotope Effect Studies
2
10 •
[or~e -]

(oc)

(t~)

10- 4 •
DPtvt thea
eq
(DPM)

')

10""•Slope
(a)

2
10 • r~orma 1 i zed
Slope
(b)

kH/kD

kH/kT

(c)

(d)

CHC1 3

F-24

25.0

4.04

24.17

10880

±

186

13786

±

234

CHC1 3

F-25

25.0

4.04

27.13

11420

±

126

12893

±

142

DRS-20 77

25.0

4.05

25.09

9782

±

136

11897

±

165

CDC1 3

DRS-21 77

25.0

4.05

28.56

10420

±

97

11156

±

104

CHC1

DRS-9378
78
DRS-95

0.0

5.78

29.70

776

±

3

288

±

iT-e1~-·-··----

0.0

5.78

31.70

668 ± 4

( )
231 ± 1 e

DRS-94 78

-10.0

5. 78

29.70

173 ± 1

54.1 --;Q~-JCel

-10.0

5.78

33.30

181

1

50.5

±

0.3(e)

±

0.3(e)

±

0.2(e)

CDC1 3

CHC1
CHC1

3
3
3

CHC1 3
CDC1 3
CDC1 3
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

1.16

DRS-97 78
DRS-96 78

-10.0

5.78

31.70

135

±

1

39.7

DRS-99 78

-10.0

5.78

24.70

108

±

1

40.7

±

±

0.03

1.25 ± 0.03

1.30

±

0.04

1.24

±

0.05

1.38 ± 0.05

1.45

least-squares slope of DPM vs time plot.
least-squares slope of DPM vs time plot, normalized to DPMtheo
eq = 300000 and [MeO-] = 0.0413 M.
ratio of the average normalized sloped for the protiated and the deuterated hydrocarbons.
calculated using equation (48) and (kH/k 0)RH(D).
normalized by dividing by DPMtheo and [MeO-] at infinite dilution.
eq

±

0.06

+::0"1

TABLE II:
Hydrocarbon

Run

Temp
(oc)

Results of the

Iodoform-r~ethoxide

2

10- 4 •

[Ot4e-]

DPt·1theo
eq
( DPf·,1)

10 •
(t~)

.Slope
(a)

Isotope Effect Studies
Normalized
Slope
(b)

CHI 3

F-6

0.0

8.40

29.70

586

±

9

1174

±

18

CHI 3

F-57

0.0

4.16

26.22

913

±

17

1037

±

20

CHI 3

F-62

0.0

4.16

29.38

1031

±

14

1045

±

14

CDI 3

F-51

0.0

4.10

20.26

716

±

5

1068

±

7

CDI 3

F-54

o.o

4.10

20.36

714

±

10

1060

±

15

CHI 3

F-38

-10.0

4.10

69.27

600

±

5

262

±

2

CHI 3

F-45

-10.0

4.10

33.21

279

±

3

254

±

3

CDI 3

F-50

-10.0

4.10

20.26

167

±

1

249

±

1

CDI 3

F-53

-10.0

4.10

20.36

176

±

1

261

±

2

±

0.3

-·--· - ·--------

CHI 3

F-39

-20.0

4.10

69.27

119

±

1

52.0

CHI 3

F-47

-20.0

4.10

33.21

56.5

±

0.6

51.4

±

0.5

20.26

35.6

±

0.3

53.1

±

0.4

20.36

32.9

±

0.3

48.8

±

0.5

CDI 3

F-49

-20.0

4.10

CDI 3

F-52

-20.0

4.10

kH/ko
(c)

~-

kH/kT
(d)

1.02

±

0.05

1.03

±

0.07

1.01

±

0.02

1.01

±

0.03

±

0.03

1.01

±

0.05

- ----~- ·~ -

1.01

~
-.....,J

(a), (b), (c), (d)

see Table I.

TABLE I I I:
Hydrocarbon

Results of the 9-Phenyl fl uorene-t~ethoxi de Isotope Effect Studies
2

Run

Temp

10 •

[or~e- J

10- 3•
DPHtheo
eq

(oc)

(H)

(OPt~)

25.0

4.16

59.92

10 2•Slope

10 2·Normalized
Slope

kH/ko

kH/kT

(b)

(c)

(d)

(a)
302

2

1500

9

9-phenylfluorene

F-55

9-d,9phenylfluorene

F-66

25.0

4.16

39.22

50.5

±

2

384

±

16

9-phenylfluorene

F-56

10.0

4.16

59.92

56.7

±

0.3

282

±

2

9-d,9phenylfluorene

F-67

(a), (b), (c), (d)

10.0

4.16

39.22

7.0

±

±

0.3

53

±

±

3.9

±

0.2

7.0

±

0.4

5.3

±

0. 3

10.1

±

0.8

3

see Table I.

~
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calculated k0/kT to be about 2.5 . This value for k0/kT corresponds to
a value for kH/k 0 of 8.6. This value for kH/k 0 is considerably higher
than the value sho\vn in Table III and is also higher than the maximum
calculated isotope effect at 25°C, if tunneling is ignored. 79 This
inconsistency for the kH/k 0 of 9-phenylfluorene suggests that either
the results of Streitwieser et al. are in error or the results of this
investigation are in error or the Streitwieser modification of the
Swain-Schaad equation does not apply in this case (or some combination
thereof).

Nevertheless, both investigations qualitatively indicate

large isotope effects for the proton transfer of 9-phenylfluorene to
methoxide, which suggests some degree of symmetry in the transition
state.
C.

DETERMINATION OF THE METHANOL-CARBANION ISOTOPE EFFECT
Just as there is an isotope effect possible for the protiated or

tritiated hydrocarbon reacting with methoxide ion, there is also an
isotope effect possible for the protiated or tritiated methanol
reacting with the carbanion (conjugate

~ase

of the hydrocarbon).

In

order to calculate this methanol-carbanion isotope effect, a different
portion of the hydrogen-tritium exchange reaction was studied than
that studied to determine the hydrocarbon-methoxide isotope effect.
The following derivation shows the relationship of the methanolcarbanion hydrogen-tritium isotope effect, (kH/kT)MeOH(T) to the
hydrocarbon-methoxide hydrogen-tritium isotope effect, (kH/kT)RH(T).
In this derivation, the exchange reaction is considered at isotopic
exchange equilibrium (i.e . the change in the concentration of all
isotopically substituted species was assumed to be zero).
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Once again, the net or overall reaction is:
RH +

RT + r-1e0H

t~eOT

and from equation (39),

(49)

but

k~eOH

k_l

kn = the methanol-carbanion isotope effect = kHeOl
2

T

and
kl k_2 -

the hydrocarbon-methoxide isotope effect

kRH

=~
kT

Now making these substitutions into equation (49),
kMeOT

= ~T,.........'rl"" •
kMeOH
H

kRH

[MeOT]

[RH]

-~-i • ___e-"q~,...__._e...,&..g

kRT
T

[MeOH]

(50)

eq

In the calculation for [RT]!:eo, the theoretical (statistical)
value for the equilibrium concentration (activity) of RT, it is
assumed that there is no net isotope effect (i.e. (k 2/k_ 1)·(k 1/k_ 2 )=1).
Now if equation (50) is written for the theoretical (calculated) case
and the experimental (observed) case, it becomes, respectively:
[RT]theo
eq

[MeOT]theo[RH]theo

= _ _ _e_.g~~-e_g"-"--

[MeOH]theo
eq

(51)

51
and
[ RT] exp t

kt~eOT

1.RH

[MeOT]expt[RH]expt

kMeOH

kRT

[MeOH]expt
eq

= _T__. • _'H_ • ____e_q:.-...........-.-eq..t.--

eq

H

T

(52)

Now dividing equation (51) by equation (52),
[RT]theo
__
eg"'-[RT]expt
eq

kt~eOH

DPMtheo

[MeOT]theo[RH]theo[MeOH]expt
eg .
eq
e~
( 53 )
[MeOT]expt[RH]expt[MeOH]t eo
eq
eq
eq

H

= __
eg~ =

kMeOT

DPMexpt
eq

T

DPMtheo and DPMexpt represent the theoretical and experimental
eq
eq
specific activities, respectively, in disintegrations per minute per

\'/here:

sample aliquot for an equilibrium exchange point.

However, when the

relative concentrations are considered (i.e. [MeOH]>>[RH]>>[MeOT]>>
[RT]), the following approximations are valid:

[ r~ OT]theo

e eg . . ., 1
. .,
M
[ eOT]expt
eq
[RH]theo
eg . ., 1
[RH]expt . .,
eq
[MeOH]~xpt
[M OH]

e

t~eo

eq

and equation (51) reduces to:
, kH MeOH (T)
[RT]theo DPt·~theo
k
__
eg~ =
eg = ~T-+----..-......-[RT]expt DPMexpt
[ H RH(T
eq
eq

kT

::: 1

f~ethanol-Carbanion
=

Isotope
Effect
Hydrocarbon-Methoxide Isotope
Effect

(54)
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Equation (54) shows that the ratio of isotope effects can be
calculated by dividing the theoretical activity of an equilibrium
exchange point (a purely statistical treatment) by the experimentally
observed activity.

The relationship of the isotope effects shown in
equation (54) has been suggested by Streitwieser et al . 81
Since the hydrocarbon-methoxide isotope effect, (kH/kT)RH(T)
can be calculated by the method described in section IV-B, the

methanol-carbanion isotope effect, (kH/kT)MeOH(T) can be calculated
by the following equation:
(k /k )MeOH(T)
H T

=

DPt~theo

eg

DPMexpt
eq

• ( k I k ) RH (T)

H T

(55)

The procedure for the determination of DPM=~pt and DPM!~eo is
described in sections III-F-1 and Appendix B, respectively.
The results of the equilibrium exchange studies on iodoform,
chloroform and 9-phenylfluorene as well as the corresponding methanolcarbanion isotope effects for each are shown in Table IV.
Literature values of the isotope effects for the reaction of the
carbanions of chloroform, iodoform or 9-phenylfluorene reacting with
methanol are not available. However, several investigators 81 •82 have
observed that the isotope effect on the equilibrium distribution of
the hydrogen isotopes was usually near unity (ca. 10%).

For each of

the hydrocarbons studied in this investigation, the ratio of
MeOH(T)
RH(T)
(kH/kT)
to (kH/kT)
was always observed to be greater than
unity.

This indicates that the isotope effect for the

TABLE IV:
Hydrocarbon

Run

Temp
(oc)

Results of Equilibrium Exchange Studies
10-4 ·DPr~theo
eq
(DPt~) (a)

10- 4 •DPt1expt
eq
(DPM)

I.E. Ratio

Iodoform

F-58

0.0

26.2

±

0.1

22.0

±

0.1

1.19

±

0.01

Iodoform

F-63

0.0

29.4

±

0.3

23.2

±

0.2

1.27

±

0.01

Iodoform

F-40

-10.0

69.3

±

0.6

56.5

±

0.5

1.23

±

0.01

Iodoform

F-46

-10.0

33.2

±

0.2

27.5

±

0.2

1.21

±

0.01

Iodofonn

F-41

-20.0

69.3

±

0.6

55.7

±

0.5

1.24

±

0.01

Iodoform

F-48

-20.0

33.2

±

0.2

27.5

±

0.2

1.21

±

0.01

Chloroform

F-70

25.0

52.6

±

0.5

48.1

±

0. 5

1.09

±

Chloroform

F-64

10.0

25.2

±

0.6

22.9

±

0.6

1.10

Chloroform

F-65

0.0

25.2

±

0.4

23.1

±

0.4

9-Phenylfluorene

F-68

25.0

4.23

±

0.2

3.6

±

9-Phenylfluorene

F-69

10.0

4.23

±

0.1

3.6

±

Average
I.E. Ratio

(k /k )MeOH(T)
H T

1.23

±

0.03

1.27

±

0.09

1.22

±

0.01

1.23

±

0.04

1.22

±

0.01

1.24

±

0.06

0.02

1.35

±

0.05

±

0.03

(b)1.45

±

0.06

1.09

±

0.02

1.50

±

0.05

0.2

1.18

±

0.06

8.0

±

0.5

0.1

1.18

±

0.05

12.9

±

1.0

(a) error limits shown assume errors in DPt1theo are comparable to those in the corresponding DPr~expt.
eq
CCl H(T)
eq
(b) calculated using an interpolated value of 1.32 for (kH/kT)
3
at 10°C.
U1

w
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methanol-carbanion reaction was invariably greater than the isotope
effect for the corresponding hydrocarbon-methoxide reaction .

This

experimental observation may be due to a greater difference in the
zero-point energies for methanol than for the hydrocarbon .

This

difference is reflected in the differences of the vibrational
stretching frequencies of the 0-H, 0-T and e-H, e-T bonds for methanol
and chloroform, respectively. These stretching frequencies are
approximately 3570 cm- 1 (ref. 83), 2061 cm- 1 (calcd) 83 , 84 and 3019
cm- 1 (ref. 85), 1743 cm- 1 (calcd) 84 •85 , respectively. Since the
difference in the 0-H and 0-T vibrational stretching frequencies are
greater for methanol than are the e-H and e-T vibrational stretching
frequencies for chloroform, a greater selectivity would be expected
for the rupture of the 0-H (0-T) bond than for the rupture of the
e-H (e-T) bond.

This greater expected selectivity is consistent with

the larger isotope effect for the MeOH - eel; reaction than for the
eHel 3 - MeO- reaction.
The e-H and e-T stretching frequency differences for the other
hydrocarbons studied are not expected to be greatly different than
those for chloroform, since the molecular weights are large and the
reduced masses will be primarily controlled by the large relative
change in the mass of the isotope . 84 Therefore, the experimentally
observed relationship of the isotope effects appears to be consistent
with isotope effect theory .
The low value for the methanol-carbanion isotope effect compared
to the maximum calculated isotope effect for the rupture of an 0-H
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or 0-T (ca. 30 at 25°C) 23 , 79 is consistent with the arguments presented
in the previous sections concerning the suggestion of a high degree of
asymmetry in the transition state.
D.

RESULTS OF KINETIC EXCHANGE STUDIES
Hydrogen-tritium exchange data v1ere evaluated for chloroform,

iodoform, 9-phenylfluorene and indene at various temperatures as
described in Section III-F-l.

The data were then analyzed on an IBM

360 computer by the least-squares fitting program designed for firstorder rate data, LSKifJl, as described in Section III-F-1-i.

The rate

parameters thus generated for the exchange reactions are shown in
Tables V, VI, and VII.
The first-order rate constant (kobs) evaluated by the computer
\'las

divided by the base concentration in order to calculate the second-

order rate constant for triton abstraction (kT).

The rate constant

for triton abstraction v1as then multiplied by (kH/kT)RH(T), in order
to calculate the second-order rate constant for proton abstraction

The exchange reaction has generally been shown to be first-order
with respect to base concentration, hydrocarbon concentration and
atom fraction tritium, for a variety of hydrocarbons and solvent/base
systems including methanol/methoxide, when the concentrations of the
reactants were low (ca. <1 M). 24 ,B 2 ,86
Kinetic runs F-6 and F-57 for iodoform at 0.0°C illustrate that
the exchange reaction is approximately first-order with respect to
methoxide and that no salt effect was evident at these concentrations
levels (ca. < 0.1 M) and temperatures (ca. < 25°C).

Other

TABLE V:
Hydrocarbon

CHC1 3

Results of Chloroform Kinetic Exchange Studies

Temp.

10 2[RH]

10 2[Me0-]
(t~)

10 6kobs
(sec- 1)

10 5kT
(t.f 1 sec- 1)

(oc)

( r~1)

-10.0

6.800

4.298

3.59 ± 0.05

8.4 ± 0.1

. 12.2 ± 0. 1

F-1

0.0

3.454

4.767

21.79 ± 0.03

45.71 ± 0.05

63.08 ± 0.05

F-2

0.0

3.018

4.470

21.2

.±

0.6

47

±

1

65

F-3

0.0

6.497

4.860

22.9

±

0.2

47.1

±

F-42

10.0

4.100

4.147

98.9 ± 0.5

238 ± 1

4.206

97.3

231.3

Run

F-32

F- 9

10.0

4. 171

±

0.1

0.4

±

10 5kH

5
10 Average kH
(M-1 sec -1) (~f 1 sec- 1)

±

1

65.0

±

12.2 ± 0.1

64

1

±

0.4

314 ± 1
310 ± 3
0.3

305.3

±

0.3
. . ...

=---~-~ - ..----.---------

F-24

25.0

3.954

4.019

570

±

13

1420 ± 34

1760 ± 34

F-25

25.0

3. 934

4.019

538

±

5

1340

1660 ± 13

±

13

1710
...

±

40

~---~
·
-~~ - ~~ -~

01
0)

TABLE VI:
Hydrocarbon

Run

Temp.
(oc)

CHI 3

10 2[RH]
(M)

Results of Iodoform Kinetic Exchange Studies
10 2[Me0-]

10 kobs

(M)

(sec -1)

6

10 5kT
(tf 1 sec - 1)

10 5kH

10 Average kH

( f·1-1 sec -1)

u~-1 sec -1)

4.096

2.130

2620 ± 40

12300 ± 200

12700 ± 200

F-57

o.o
o.o

4.398

4.255

5190

±

47

12200

±

100

12600

F-34

-10.0

4.172

4.307

1130

±

34

2600

±

67

F-38

-10.0

4.297

4.243

1040 ± 7

2450 ± 16

2470

±

16

F-45

-10.0

4.181

4. 243

1090 ± 7

2570

±

16

2600

±

16

F-39

-20.0

4. 345

4.290

452

±

3

F-6

F-47

-20.0

5

12600 ± 200

4.227

4.290

194
211

±
±

1
1

492

±

1

±

100

2630 ± 67
2560

±

47

477

±

13

457 ± 3
497

±

1

(.,.,

-.....J

TABLE VII:
Hydrocarbon

9-Phenylfl uorene

Indene

Results of 9-Phenylfluorene and Indene Kinetic Exchange Studies

Temp .

10 2[RH]

10 2Tt~eO-]

10 kobs

10 5kT

(oc)

( ~1)

(M)

(sec -1)

( M-1 sec -1)

F-56

10 . 0

0. 7812

4.206

11 . 1

F-55

25 . 0

0. 7674

4.132

61

F- 17

0. 0

4. 112

4. 018

0. 705

F-30

25 . 0

3. 674

4. 127

19 . 96 ± 0.03

Run

6

±

0.10

148

± 2

±

26 .4

0. 003

±

0. 3

10 5kH
(~f 1 sec - 1)
288 ± 21
1036

± 5

1.755

±

0. 01

48.36

±

0. 01

±

82

U1
(X)
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investigators have found that the order of the exchange reaction with
respect to base concentration changes from unity at base concentrations
greater than 1 M. 86 Streitwieser has also indicated that a small
positive salt effect was observed for isotope exchange of 9-phenylfluorene at higher temperatures (ca. 45°C) in methanolic sodium
methoxide. 23
Kinetic runs F-1, F-2 and F-3 for chloroform at 0.0°C also
illustrate that the exchange reaction was closely first-order in the
hydrocarbon concentration at these temperatures and concentration
levels (ca. < 0.1 M).
The order of the exchange reaction with respect to the atom
fraction of tritium was also found, experimentally, to be approximately
unity.
The exchange data were generally taken over several half-lives of
the exchange reaction, although the portion of the exchange reaction
studied was relatively unimportant in the calculation of· kT. This
87
observation was also made by Streitwieser et al.
for proton exchange
85
reactions in cyclohexylamine and by Andreades
for isotopic exchange
in methanol.
Literature values of the exchange rate constants for chloroform
and iodoform in methanol are not available.

However, Burton and

Klabunde 24 have observed the isotopic exchange of chloroform in
50:50 mole %methanol/Dt1SO, but only relative rate constants were
published.

Margolin and Long have obtained a second-order rate

constant for the hydroxide catalyzed hydrogen-tritium exchange of
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chloroform in aqueous solution of 0.165 M- 1 sec- 1 at 25°. 34 This value
is approximately 10 times larger than that for the corresponding
reaction in methanolic sodium methoxide.

Hine et al. studied the

isotopic exchange (loss of deuterium) for CDC1 3 and CDI 3 in aqueoushydroxide solutions. The second-order rate constants for these
exchange reactions at ooc are 4.7 x 10 -3 M-1 sec -1 and 6 x 10 -1 M-1
sec- 1, respectively. 30 These values are approximately 10 times the
corresponding rate constant for chloroform in methanolic sodium
methoxide and about 6 times the corresponding value for iodoform in
methanolic sodium methoxide.
The values of kT observed for the tritiodeprotonation of 9-phenylfluorene and indene (Table VII) in methanolic sodium methoxide are
in general agreement (ca. 10%) with the corresponding values for kT
observed by Streitwieser et al. in methanolic sodium methoxide. 23
E.

ACTIVATION PARAMETERS FOR PROTON OR TRITON TRANSFER
Since the rate constants for the abstraction of a proton or

triton by methoxide were measured at several temperatures, the
activation parameters (in particular, the enthalpy of activation,

~H*, and the entropy of activation, ~s*) can be calculated for the
abstraction process.
The activation energy was calculated by linear least-squares 76
fitting of the natural logarithms of the experimental rate constant
with the inverse of the corresponding absolute temperature (in accordance with the Arrhenius equation 88 ) and multiplying the resultant
slope by -1.987 cal·mol- 1·deg- 1.

The entropy of activation (~s*)
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was calculated from ln A (intercept of ln kH vs 1/T) by the following
. 89
equa t 1on:

6S*

=

R(ln A - ln

k + ln

h - ln T - 1)

(56)

where:

k = Boltzman•s

constant, 1.3806 x l0- 16 erg deg-l molecule-!

(Ref. 36)
h

= Planck s constant, 6.626 x lo- 27 erg sec (Ref. 36)
1

T = temperature, °K
R = gas constant, 1. 987 cal deg -1 mol -1 ( Ref. 36 )
The energy of activation (Eact) and the enthalpy of activation

(6H*) for reactions in solution are related by the following equa. 89
t 1on:

Eact = 6H* + RT

(57)

It is evident that at room temperature 6H* and Eact differ only by
about 600 cal/mol and are comparable in magnitude when Eact is large
ca. 15 Kcal/mol).
The activation parameters for chloroform, iodoform, 9-phenylfluorene, 9-tritio-9-phenylfluorene and indene isotope exchange
reactions are shown in Table VIII 8
The activation parameters (~H* or Eact and ~s*) for iodoform,
chloroform, indene and 9-phenylfluorene reported by other authors for
the isotopic exchange reactions in methanol and aqueous solutions are
presented in Table IX for comparison .
The entropy of activation has often been used to obtain information about the structure of the transition state, relative to the
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TABLE VIII:

Results of Activation Parameter Calculations

Hydrocarbon

Temp. Range
of Study

6H*
(Kcal/mol)

Ch 1oro form

-10, 0, 10

23.38

±

0.11

12.79

±

0.41

(a)

Iodoform

-20, -10' 0

21.94

±

0.10

17.80

±

0.39

(a)

9-Phenylfluorene

10, 25

13.7

±

1.6 (c)

-22

±

6

(b)(c)

9-Tri tio,
9-phenylfluorene

10, 25

18.6

±

0.5 (c)

-9

±

1.8

(b)(c)

Indene-t 1

o, 25

20.9

±

0.03 (c)

-4.5

±

0.1

(b)(c)(d)

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

6S*
(eu)

calculated for 0°C.
calculated for 25°C.
estimated uncertainties.
corrected for number of exchangeable hydrogens. 23 , 28

TABLE IX:

Literature Values for the Activation Parameters of the Chloroform, Iodoform, Indene
and 9-Phenylfluorene Isotopic Exchange Reactions

Hydrocarbon

Temp.
(oc)

6H:t:
(Kcal/mol)

E

act
( Kca 1/rna 1)

6S*
(Kcal/mol)

Solvent/Base
System

Reference
-=-~---~~~-~-

+17 .1

H 0/0H2
H 0/0H2
H 0/0H2
H20/0H -

+14. 5

H 0/0H2

30

-5.4

MeOH/~1e0-

23

20.7

-6.6

MeOH/MeO -

91

21.3

----

+0.2

t~eOH/~1eO

-

23

----

20.0

-5.9

r~eOH/MeO-

91

25

23.1

23.7

+15.5

Ch 1oroform-d

0-20

23.8

+18.2

Chloroform-d

20-35

23.2

Ch 1oroform-d

0

23.5

Iodoform-d

0

20.2

-------------

Indene

45

20.3

----

Indene

45

----

9-Phenylfluorene

45

9-Phenylfluorene

45

Ch 1oro form

+16.1

34
90
90
30

0')

w
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reactants.

Since the proton transfer reaction involves the association

of two "separate .. molecules (RH and MeO-), an increase in the order of
the system would be expected on going from reactants to the activated
complex.

This increase in order should be reflected by negative value

for ~s*.

This is illustrated by the fact that for a bimolecular
reaction with rate coefficients of M- 1 sec- 1, ~s* is calculated from
"collision theory .. to be about -11 eu. 34 Contrary to the results

predicted by the above arguments, the ~s* for chloroform and iodoform
are positive, indicating that there is less order in the transition
state than in the reactants.
A similar positive value for ~s* has been calculated by Margolin

and Long for chloroform exchange reactions in aqueous solutions
(~s* = 15.5 eu). 34 They conjectured that the positive sign of ~s* in
this reaction was primarily due to the release of four· molecules· of
solvation in going from reactants to the transition state.

They also

stated that further evidence for their hypothesis was that a decrease
in the magnitude of ~s* was observed when the mole-fraction of water
in a DMSO/water solvent mixture was lowered.
Margolin and Long have also concluded that a large difference in

~s* for the exchange of two different hydrocarbons is evidence of a
substantial difference in the behavior of the two systems. 34 Based
on this, the similarity of the ~s* (as well as theE ac t) calculated
for the iodoform and chloroform exchange reactions in methanol and
those calculated for chloroform in water would suggest a general
similarity of the two systems.

On the other hand, the large differ-

ences in ~s* for the 9-phenylfluorene and haloform reactions would
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suggest a considerable difference in the behavior of the transition
states of the proton transfer reactions.
F.

EQUILIBRIUM

QU~NCH

STUDIES

In order to produce a rigorous correlation of rate constants for
isotopic exchange reactions with ionization constants for carbon acids
by the linear free energy relationship developed by Bronsted and
Pedersen, the ionization constant of the reference acid must be
measured under the same conditions as those used to determine the rate
constants for the exchange reactions. 29 This measurement of the
ionization constant for the reference hydrocarbon is performed by
utilization of the equilibrium quenching techniques described in
Section III-F-3.

The equations necessary to calculate the Ka (or pKa)

for the reference hydrocarbon from equilibrium quench run data are
presented in Appendix C.
The results of the equilibrium quench studies for iodoform and
9-phenylfluorene are shown in Table X.
TABLE X:

Hydrocarbon

Run

Results of Equilibrium Quench Studies
Number
Quench
Points

?

10~[RH]

10[Me0-]

(f1)

(t1)

Average pKaRH

Iodoform

E-4

10

25.0

4.40

1.247

18.74

±

0.05

Iodoform

E-6

8

35.0

4.40

1.210

18.05

±

0.05

9-Phenylfluorene

E-5

7

25.0

0.44

1.225

greater than
19.5
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The pKa values for iodoform at 25° and 35°C are the average of
10 and 8 individual equilibrium quench reactions, respectively.
The equilibrium quench runs for 9-phenylfluorene at 25°C in
methanol did not show a significant degree of tritium incorporation

over background (blanks).

A value of approximately 19.5 for the pKa

of 9-phenylfluorene would have been calculated if 100 DPM of tritium
activity over background had been observed in the analysis of the
9-phenylfluorene samples.

Thus the calculated value for the pKa of

9-phenylfluorene at 25°C in methanol is a minimum value and that
actual pKa may be several pK units higher. The pKa of a 9-phenylfluorene has been calculated by Bowden 92 to be 18.6 relative to
water, by McEwen 42 to be 21 (± 1 or 2) relative to methanol and by
Ritchie and Uschold to be 16.4 in pure DMS0. 93

Ritchie and Uschold 18

have shown that for 9-phenylfluorene, and acids of that type, the
pKa in methanol is expected to be approximately 6.5 pK units higher
than the corresponding value in

or~so.

The pKa for 9-phenylfluorene

in methanol was estimated by them to be 22.9, a value which is
consistent with the result of the equilibrium quench study, \'lhich
indicates a pKa greater than 19.5.
The pKa of iodoform calculated by the equilibrium quenching
technique will be discussed with respect to recent literature values
in the following section.
G.

ACIDITY CORRELATIONS FOR CHLOROFORt-1 AND IODOFORt1

The correlation of rate constants for proton transfer reactions
of weak carbon acids with the ionization constants for the acids
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through the linear free-energy relationship developed by Bronsted and
25
Pedersen has been discussed by several authors. 19 , 26 , 29 The general
restrictions imposed upon this type of correlation have been
discussed by Hirsch 29 and others. 25 , 27
The first of these restrictions is that the reactions studied
must be subject to general catalysis.

However, for reactions involv-

ing acids as weak as chloroform, it has been shown by Hammett that
it is virtually impossible to observe general catalysis if the
.
94
Bronsted exponent is not significantly less than un1ty.
Therefore,

even though catalysis of the exchange reactions studied in this work
were not measurably observable for the pure solvent (general base),
the occurrence of general catalysis may not be disproven (or proven).
Margolin and Long have demonstrated that general base catalysis for
chloroform was not observable in aqueous solutions and they conclude
that, from this observation and the results of Hammett•s experiments,
chloroform belongs to the class of fully .. normal .. acids (in the Eigen
sense ) with a Bronste d exponen t of un1. t y. 34
A second restriction on the use of the Bronsted relationship is
that it is valid only for the catalytic action of structually similar
acids or bases.

This is generally illustrated by the different

linear free-energy relationships observed for reactions catalyzed by
95
carboxylic acids and phenols.
Since the same catalyst (methoxide)
was employed for the iodoform and chloroform exchange reactions, there
seems to be no reason to suggest the invalidity of the Bronsted
relationship on the basis of this restriction.
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A third limitation in the use of the Bronsted relationship is
that the rate constants for the proton transfer reaction as well as
the ionization constants for the acids being compared must be
measured in the same solvent and at the same temperature (a condition
which is rarely satisfied) . 27 The solvent restriction has been
satisfied for the iodoform-chloroform correlation presented here,
since the actual ionization constant for iodoform has been determined
in the same solvent (methanol) as that used to determine the exchange
rate constants.

Since the exchange rate constants for iodoform could

not be accurately measured at the temperatures which were necessary
to determine the K , an extrapolation technique (vide infra) was
a
employed to obtain the rate constants at the higher temperatures .
A fourth restriction is that the Bronsted catalysis law should
always be demonstrated experimentally and never assumed, even by
analogy to apparently similar systems. 29 The demonstration of the
Bronsted relationship on an absolute basis for weak hydrocarbon acids
of unknown pKa is an impossibility, since in order to demonstrate the
relationship the acidity constant must be knovJn .

Therefore, in order

to utilize the Bronsted relationship for the estimation of acid
ionization constants which are not measurable directly, the restriction requiring absolute demonstration of the relationship must be
relaxed and

11

reasonable assumptions permitted concerning not only
11

the linearity of the rate-equilibrium correlation, but also the
magnitudes of the Brons ted parameters,

11

a

11

or

11

6 and
11

11

G

11
•

In the correlation of the iodoform and chloroform proton transfer
reactions (in methanol) with the exper imental ly determined ionization
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constants for chloroform (in methanol), a linear Bronsted relationship
with a Bronsted exponent of unity has been assumed.

In addition, it

has been assumed that the Bronsted parameter G was approximately
11

11

the same for the iodoform-chloroform system studied.
Substantial evidence for the assumptions made for the iodoformchloroform correlation is presented by analogy to the results of
Margolin and Long on the acidic behavior of chloroform in aqueous
solutions. 34 They have shown that a linear relationship, equivalent
11

11

to a Bronsted relationship, was obeyed by chloroform and that the
Bronsted exponent for the proton transfer was unity.

It seems reason-

able that chloroform could act similarly in methanol solutions.
The similarity of the activation parameters for iodoform and
chl0roform (especially the entropies of activation, ~s*) also lend
credibility to the assumption that a linear free-energy relationship
exists between the two hydrocarbons.

The basis for this justification

is due mainly to the hypothesis that when appreciable changes in the
structure and geometry of the transition state occur, activation
parameters vary significantly.

Changes in the transition state

structure can have adverse effects on the quantitative nature of the
h.1p. 96
.
rea
1 t 1ons
Additional justification for the assumption of a Bronsted exponent of unity is that the low isotope effects observed for the
rupture of the carbon-hydrogen bonds in iodoform and chloroform are
characteristic of a highly asymmetric transition state in which the
proton is virtually entirely transferred from one base to the other.
A high degree of asymmetry in the transition state has been suggested
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as characteristic of slow proton transfer reactions which exhibit
Bronsted exponents of unity. 34 The basis for this comparison stems
from the fact that the Bronsted relationship involves the comparison
of an incomplete proton transfer (the transition state) to a system
in which the proton is completely transferred (ionization). 97 The
Bronsted exponent has therefore been interpreted as a measure of the
amount of proton transfer in the transition state of the catalyzed
transfer reaction (a value of unity indicating nearly total transfer).
This traditional interpretation has been challenged in recent years,
primarily due to results of F.G. Bordwe11 98 concerning the observance
of "impossible" values of the Bronsted exponent for the nitroalkanes
(S

>

1 and< 0).

However, Hirsch has concluded that " •.. because of

the unusual behavior of the nitroalkanes with respect to other
probes of transition state structure, the generality of Bordwell's
results may be questioned". 80
The assumption that the Bronsted parameters are equivalent for
iodoform and chloroform also appears justifiable, since the structures
of each hydrocarbon (and indeed the haloforms in general) are analogous and since the same exchange reactions were compared for each under
the same conditions of solvent, temperature and catalyst.

The basis

for this justification stems from the observation that the parameters
"a." or "S" and "G" are constants

v~hich

are characteristic of the

temperature, solvent and reaction series (particularly structural
effects and the type of reaction, exchange, hydrolysis, etc . ) . 27 , 80
The results of the acidity correlations for chloroform (in
methanol), using iodoform (in methanol) as a reference standard, are
presented in Table XI.
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TABLE XI:
Hydrocarbon

Results of Acidity Correlations

Temp.

kH (a)
( M-1 sec -1)

(oc)

pKa

Iodoform

35.0

13.8

±

1 (b)(c)

18.05

±

0.05

Iodoform

25.0

4.04

±

0.22 (b)(c)

18.74

±

0.05

Iodoform

10.0

Iodoform

0.0

5.42x10- 1
1.26x10 -1

Iodoform

-10.0

Iodofonn

-20.0

Chloroform

25.0

Chloroform

10.0

Chloroform

0.0

Chloroform

-10.0

2.56x10 -2
4.77x10 -3

±

0.16 (b)(c)

19.9

±

0.2 (d)(c)

±

0.02

20.7

±

0.3 (d) (c)

±

0.05

21.6

±

0.5 (d) (c)

±

0.13

22.5

±

0.6 (d)(c)

1.71x10 -2 ± 0.04
3.10x10 -3 ± 0.03
6.4x10 -4 ± 0.1

21.1 (e)

1.22x10- 4

23.9 (e)

±

0.01

22.1 (e)
23.0 (e)

(a) second-order rate constants for the abstraction of a proton from
the hydrocarbon by methoxide ion in methanol.
(b) calculated by extrapolation of the ln kH vs 1/T least-squares plot
obtained from iodoform kinetic exchange data at 0, -10 and -20°C.
(c) estimated uncertainties.
(d) calculated by extrapolation of the pKa vs 1/T plot obtained from
iodoform quench runs at 25 and 35°C.
(e) calculated from equation (58).
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The pKa•s shown for chloroform were calculated from Equation (58)
and are related

to the pKa of iodoform at the corresponding

temperature.
CHCl3 _ K CHI 3 + l
kCHI 3 l
kCHCl3
PKa
- Pa
og H
- og H
where:

(58)

pKCHCl3 and pKCHI3 represent the negative logarithms of the
a

a

ionization constants for the respective haloforms; and log k~HI3 and

k~HCl3 represent the logarithms of the rate constants for proton
abstraction for the haloforms.
The rate constants for proton abstraction in iodoform were
generated by extrapolation of the linear least-squares 76 correlation
of log k~HI3 and

i calculated for iodoform at 0, -10 and -20°C.

(This extrapolation was necessary due to the very rapid rate of proton
exchange for iodoform at the higher temperatures.)
The pKa•s shown for iodoform at 10, 0, -10 and -20°C were
calculated by linear extrapolation of the pK~HI3 and
for iodoform at 25 and 35°C.

t correlation

(This extrapolation was necessary due to

the physical inability of determining the smaller carbanion concentrations for iodoform at the lower temperatures.)
The uncertainties shown for the extrapolated pKa•s and kH•s i n
Table X are estimated probable errors.
The value of 18.05 calculated for the pKa of iodoform in
methanol at 35°C by the equilibrium quenching technique is larger
than the value estimated for the pKa of iodoform in 50:50 methanol/
DMSO by Burton and Klabunde of 13.7 at 37°C. 24 The 4.3 pK unit
difference in the two results was not unexpected considering the
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difference in the solvent systems and the suggestions by Ritchie and
18
Uschold that the pKa for some hydrocarbons in pure methanol are
considerably higher than in pure DMSO.

Since Burton's studies were

in 50:50 mole % methanol/DMSO, a pKa difference less than 6.5 but
greater than zero was expected.
The pK calculated for chloroform of 21.1 at 25°C (related to
a
iodoform at 25°C) was also higher than the corresponding value
calculated by Burton in 50:50 mole% methanol/DMSO of 15.5 at 37°c. 24
Since these two values were obtained at different temperatures, a
direct comparison is difficult but it appears they would differ by
about 4.5 pK units at 37°C.

This difference is again of about the

magnitude expected considering the differences in the solvent systems.
The fundamental improvement in this acidity correlation over
others 23 , 24 in the literature is that the pKa of the reference
standard has been directly determined for the same solvent system
in which the kinetic studies were performed.

The resultant acidity

scale is, therefore, useful on an absolute as well as relative basis,
if the assumptions made concerning the Bronsted relationship are
valid.
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V.

SUMMARY

In this dissertation, a study of the kinetic and thermodynamic
properties of carbon acids in methanol was made by utilization of
the sensitivity and sophistication of liquid scintillation
spectrometry.
The thermodynamic acidity (pKa ) of iodoform in methanol was
determined at 25°C and 35°C to be 18.74 and 18.05, respectively .
These acidity constants were determined by a modification of the
equilibrium quenching technique which involves the conversion of the
conjugate base of iodoform, present at equilibrium, to the radioactively labelled acid.
The rate constants for the methoxide-catalyzed hydrogen-tritium
exchange of chloroform, iodoform, 9-phenylfluorene and indene were
determined in methanol at various temperatures.

The second-order

rate constants obtained from these studies were shown to be the rate
constants for removal of a triton .

The activation parameters (6H*

and 6S*) for the exchange reactions were also determined for these
hydrocarbons from the results of the exchange studies at various
temperatures .
The hydrogen-deuterium isotope effects for the reaction of
chloroform, iodoform or 9-phenylfluorene with methoxide were
determined in methanol at various temperatures .

These isotope effects

were found to be small for chloroform and iodoform (1 . 25 and 1. 02 at

ooc,

respectively), and large for 9-phenylfluorene (5 . 3 at 10°C) .

The low isotope effects for the haloforms are suggested as evidence
of a highly asymmetric transition state for the proton transfer .
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A method was developed to determine the hydrogen-tritium
isotope effects for the reaction of methanol with the conjugate bases
of chloroform, iodoform and 9-phenylfluorene in methanol at various
temperatures.

The values for these isotope effects at 0°C are 1.50

and 1.27 for the chloroform and iodoform conjugate bases,
respectively, and 12.9 for the conjugate base of 9-phenylfluorene
at 10°C.
From the results of the kinetic exchange studies on iodoform
and chloroform, along with the thermodynamic pKa's determined for
iodoform, and assuming a Bronsted exponent of unity, the pKa of
chloroform in methanol at 25°C was calculated to be 21.1.

Since the

pKa for the reference 11 Standard" was measured in the same solvent
system as that for the proton transfer reactions, the acidity
correlation for iodoform and chloroform should be useful on both an
absolute and a relative basis.
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APPENDIX A
DETERMINATION OF ERROR
The precision of the experimental data and the subsequent results
for the kinetic exchange and equilibrium quench studies presented in
this dissertation are expressed in terms of the probable error . 99
The possible occurrence of systematic errors in the generation
of the experimental data as well as in the calculation of the results
was carefully studied.

Most of the probable sources of systematic

error inherent in this type of experimental and theoretical analysis
were considered negl i gi b1e when compared to the random errors .

When

possible, the experimental methods employed in this work were modified
to minimize the effects of the systematic errors \AJhich could not
necessarily be assumed negligible .

On occasion, experiments were

actually performed to determine the specific magnitudes of those
systematic errors which could have had an adverse influence on the
results.

Once the absolute magnitudes of these errors had been

determined, the experimental results were corrected by the appropriate
amount.

The absolute magnitudes of the systematic errors introduced

by the assumptions, \'lhich \<Jere necessary for the experimental and
theoretical analyses, were impossible to determine and depend upon the
validity of the respective assumptions.

The justifications for these

assumptions are discussed in the appropriate sections .
Occasionally, one or t\'IO experimental values in a given set of
multiple determinations would vary considerably from the rest, for
no apparent reason .

Data of this nature were judged discordant and
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rejected if the questionable value differed from the average value by
more than four times the average deviation. 100
The uncertainties for terms which were derived from linear leastsquares analyses of experimental data (i.e. slopes and intercepts)
were obtained from the standard error as described by J. Topping. 101
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APPENDIX B
CALCULATIONS FOR DETERMINING THE THEORETICAL (STATISTICAL) EQUILIBRIUM
ACTIVITY OF TRITIATED HYDROCARBON (DPM~heo) FOR A KINETIC OR
EQUILIBRIUM EXCHANGE RUN
The purpose of these calculations is to determine the amount of
tritium incorporated into the hydrocarbon at exchange equilibrium,
if it is assumed that statistical incorporation is observed (i.e.
there is no net isotope effect on the equilibrium).
These calculations are easiest to perform by conducting an
inventory of the hydrogen and tritium atoms which are available for
exchange in the solution.

The ratio of the number of hydrogen atoms

to the number of tritium atoms available for exchange will then
constitute the statistical equilibrium isotopic ratio of all species
present in the solution.

1.

Calculations for Determining the Number of Tritium Atoms

Necessary to Produce One Curie of Activity
In order to perform the tritium atom inventory, it was necessary
to first calculate the number of tritium atoms necessary to produce
a given radioactive disintegration rate, so that units of disintegrations per minute (DPM) may be converted to an absolute number of
tritium atoms.
3

1Ht1

~

= 12.26 years = half-life of tritium

365.256 mean solar days/siderial year
8.64x10 4 seconds/mean solar day

(ref. 102)
(ref. 36)
(ref. 36)
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3

1Htk (in seconds) = 3.87xl0 8 seconds
2

one curie = 3.7xlo 10 disintegrations/second (DPS)

(ref. 36)

Since the total number of disintegrations which occur if a sample
decays completely (to zero activity) is equal to the total number of
radioactive particles present, the total number of tritium atoms
necessary to produce one curie of activity is:

~~t~~i~~~~er = [disi~~!;~ations)
Atoms/Curie

curle

=

(DPS)t=O(tk)
2
-1 n 2

•

(

= (DPS)t=O
t=O+oo

exp)

Jt=oo(exp)[-1~, 2. t]dt
~

t=O

[-ln 2
t1

•t

]loo

~

=

(DPS)t=O(tk)
2

0

1n 2

10
8
= ( 3 .?xl0 n)~ 3 • 87 xlO ) = 2.065xlo 19 atoms/curie

1

Since there are 2.22x1o 12 DPM/curie, the number of tritium atoms
necessary to produce (on the average) one DPM is 9.302xl0 6.
2.

Equation Used for Inventory of Tritium Atoms Available for

Exchange in a Kinetic or Equilibrium Point
A= (Z)(B)(C)(2xl0 4 )(9.302xl0 6 )
where:
A = atoms of tritium available for exchange in a kinetic
or equilibrium exchange point
B =total volume (in ml) of hydrocarbon stock solution
(HCSS)
C = fraction of HCSS used per point
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Z = average DPM over background observed for a tritium
analysis of the HCSS performed as described in Section
III-F-1-b.
3.

Equation Used for Inventory of Hydrogen Atoms Available for

Exchange in a Kinetic or Equilibrium Exchange Point
Since the exchangeable hydrogen atoms in solution come from a
variety of sources, the contributions from each source must be
calculated individually and then summed to give the total exchangeable
hydrogen inventory.
a.

Equation for the Inventory of Hydrogen Atoms for the

Hydrocarbon Contributed by the HCSS
D = (E)(C)(6.023xl0 23 )
where:
D = number of hydrogen atoms available for exchange from
the hydrocarbon in the HCSS
E = moles of hydrocarbon in the HCSS.
b.

Equation for the Inventory of Hydrogen Atoms from the

Methanol Contributed by the HCSS
F = (B)(C)(p)(6.0 23 xlO
32.04

23

) • (volume fraction of MeOH in HCSS)

where:
F = number of hydrogen atoms available for exchange from
the methanol in the HCSS
p

=density of methanol at 20°C = 0.7914 g/ml.

(ref. 36)
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c.

Equation for the Inventory of Hydrogen Atoms from the

Methanol Contributed by the Methanolic Sodium Methoxide Solution (MSM)
H=

(G)(p)(6.025x10 23 )
32•04
- • (volume fraction of MeOH in MSM)

where:
H = number of hydrogen atoms available for exchange from
the methanol in the MSM
G =volume (in ml) of MSM used per point.
d.

Eguation for the Inventory of Hydrogen Atoms from the Water

Contributed by the Tritiated Water in the HCSS (neglecting the less
than 0.1% Tritium Present)
L = (J)(C)(cr)(6.023x10
18.01

23

)(2)

where:
L = number of hydrogen atoms available for exchange from
the water from the HCSS
J = volume of tritium-enriched water added to the HCSS
a=

e.

density of water at 20°C = 0.9982 g/ml.

(ref. 36)

Equation for Determining the Total Number of Hydrogen Atoms

Available for Exchange from all Species in an Exchange Point
T

= E + F + H+ L

where:
T

= total number of hydrogen atoms available for exchange
for an exchange point
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4.

Equation Used to Calculate DPMtheo
e

(E) (A)
(T)

= DPMtheo
eq

This equation reflects the fact that only 10% of the hydrocarbontoluene extract is used for tritium analysis.
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APPENDIX C
CALCULATIONS FOR DETERMINING THE K OF A HYDROCARBON FROM
a
QUENCH RUN DATA
The calculations for the determination of the K of a hydroa

carbon were easiest to perform by inventory of the hydrogen and
tritium atoms in the acid solution which were available to quench
the anions entering the solution.
1.

Equation Used for Determining the Number of Hydrogen Atoms

Contributed from the Methanol of the Hydrocarbon-Methanolic Sodium
Methoxide Solution (HCMSM)
The number of hydrogen atoms present in the quench solution
continually increases as the HCMSM solution is added.

Because of the

experimental methods employed in the quenching process (see Section
III-F-3), the effective number of hydrogen atoms contributed to the
average isotopic ratio of the quench solution from the methanol of
the HCMSM solution is equal to half of the total number added.

where:
~ =

effective number of hydrogen atoms added to the isotopic
pool from the HCMSM solution

a =weight %methanol in the HCMSM solution
b = total number of grams of HCMSM solution added to the
specific quench sample .
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2.

Equation Used for the Determination of the Number of Hydrogen

Atoms Contributed from the Methanol of the Tritiated Benzenesulfonic
Acid Stock Solution (TBSASS)
8

= (d)(f)(6.023x1o 23 )
(32.04)

where:
8

= number

of hydrogen atoms contributed by the methanol in

the TBSASS
d

= weight

% methanol in the TBSASS

f = weight of TBSASS added to the specific quench sample.
3.

Equation Used for the Determination of the Number of Hydrogen

Atoms Contributed from the Benzenesulfonic Acid Monohydrate in the
TBSASS
X

=

(i)(f)(6.023x1o 23 )(3)
(176.19)(100)

where:

x = number

of hydrogen atoms contributed from the benzene-

sulfonic acid monohydrate in the TBSASS
i

= weight % of benzenesulfonic acid monohydrate in the
TBSASS.

4.

Equation Used for the Determination of the Hydrogen Atoms

Contributed from the Water from the Tritiated Water Added to Make the
TBSASS

where:
~

= number of hydrogen atoms contributed from the tritiated
water added to the TBSASS
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r

= weight %water from the triatiated water added to make
the TBSASS.

5.

Equation Used to Calculate the Effective Number of Hydrogen

Atoms Available for a Quench Reaction
Total effective number of hydrogen atoms = ~ + 8 + x +
6.

~

Equation Used to Determine the Number of Tritium Atoms

Available for a Quench Reaction
Total number of tritium atoms

= (A)(9.302x10 6)(2000)(v)(f)
(u)(0.050)

where:
A = average DPM over background observed in the tritium

analysis of the TBSASS performed as described in
Section III-F-3-d
u

= total weight of TBSASS

v = total volume of TBSASS prepared.
7.

Equation Used to Determine the Equilibrium Concentration of

the Hydrocarbon Anion (R-) in the HCMSM Solution
(Y)(2.065x10 19 )(10 4 )
• ~
1 ]
12
23
[ iH Ave
(2.22x10 )(6.023x10 )(n)

Y

= 1*+

• 1.544 X 10-13

1H
• 13H]
[1

(59)
Ave

where:
Y = activity (DPM) over background of the quench reaction
sample when analyzed as described in Section III-F-3-h
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n =volume (in ml) of HCMSM

iHJ
= average available hydrogen to tritium ratio
[ iH Ave
experienced by anions during the quenching process.
8.

Equation Used to Determine the Equilibrium Constant for the

HCMSM Solution
The equilibrium constant for the reaction:
RH + MeO-

~

R- + MeOH

is given by the ratio of the concentration of the products to the concentration of the reactants,
[R-] [MeOH]
Keq

= [RH][MeO-]

Now substituting for [R-] from equation (59):

= (Y)(1.544xlO-l 3 )[MeOH] •

(60)

(n) [RH] [MeO-]

9.

Equation Used to Calculate the Ka of the Hydrocarbon

Since:
KRH

K

eq

=a- -

KMeOH
a

where:
KRH
a

= dissociation constant for the hydrocarbon in methanol
at the quench run temperature

KMeOH = dissociation constant for methanol in methanol at the
a
quench run temperature .
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KRH
a

=

K K~~eOH
eq a

(61)

Now substituting for Keq from equation (60) in equation (61):
3
(Y)(1.544x10-l
)[MeOH]
KRH =
a

1
[ 1HJ

• KMeOH

(n)[RH][MeO-]

a

•

iH Ave

or

~~HJ

3
KRH = {Y)(1.544x10-l ) • KMeOH
a

(n)[RH][MeO-]

IP

•

iH Ave

where:

K~~OH = Ion product constant (autoprotolysis constant) for
the dissociation of methanol in methanol at the
quench run temperature. 103
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APPENDIX D
SUPPORTING TESTS AND EXPERIMENTS
1.

Effects of Li9ht on Iodoform Solutions

During a preliminary kinetic run on iodoform, it Has observed
that the pale-yellow methanol-iodoform solution darkened with time and
that after extraction of the hydrocarbon, the toluene layer exhibited
a deep red cblor. 104 , 105 In addition, it was found that the kinetic
data obtained from this run were very erratic and inadequate for
generating reliable rate parameters .
The results from tests on the effects of white light on iodoform
solutions used in kinetic and quench runs indicated that the reaction
causing the color was a

light-i~duced

(probably free radical) process

which generated free iodine (1 2) in solution. An additional experiment was run to determine the effects of light of various wavelengths
on the iodoform solution used in kinetic and quench runs .

The

results of this experiment showed that red light (General Electric,
lOOW) was the safest of the four colors tested 106 (white, blue, red,
green).

The test also showed that although the coloration reaction

(1 2 liberation) did not occur without the presence of light, an
increase in temperature did increase the rate of liberation of iodine
in the presence of higher energy light.
The net conclusion of these experiments was that in order to
avoid decomposition of iodoform in solution by iodine liberation,
all kinetic, equilibrium exchange and equilibrium quench studies to
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be performed on iodoform were to be carefully protected from all colors
of light .except red. ,
2. Analysis of Haloform-r·1ethanolic Sodium t·1ethoxide Solutions for
Halide Ion
One possible mode of decomposition for the haloforms in basic
solutions is that of carbene formation by loss of halide ion from the
trihalo-carbanion: 90,lO?,lOB

A second possible mode of decomposition is the nucleophilic
displacement of halide ion by rnethoxide ion: 109

The analysis of basic solutions of the haloforms for free halide
ion \'las then necessary to show that neither mode of decomposition
occurs under the conditions imposed during a kinetic, equilibrium
exchange or quench run.

The method used for determining the presence

of halide ion in solution Has to observe the precipitation of silver
halide by addition of an aqueous solution of AgN0 3.
a. Determination of Iodide Ion in Iodoform-Methanolic Sodium
Methoxide Solutions
Test Limits:
It Has experimentally determined that \'Jhen 1 rnl of a 1 i1 AgH0 3
solution was added to 9 ml of 1.27 x 10- 5 f1 solution of potassium
iodide (KI) in very dilute HN0 3 , a visible precipitate of Agl v1as
formed. As an additional control, it was determined that the
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addition of toluene to a portion of the 1.27 x 10- 5 M KI solution did
not lower the concentration of I

in the aqueous layer below the

detectable level.
The test limit for the visible detection of I- in aqueous solution
was found to be 1.14 x 10 -5 Mwhen in the presence of 0.1 MAgN0 3.
Test of Iodoform Solutions:
A 25-ml solution of 0.1096 M iodoform was prepared in 0. 1232 M
methanolic sodium methoxide.

After a period of 4 hrs (approximately

30,000 half-lives of the exchange reaction) and again after 20 hrs
(approximately 150,000 half-lives) of exchange at room temperature
(26°C), a 2-ml portion of the reaction solution was pipetted into
200 ml of a 0.1

aqueous HN0 3 solution. The resultant slightly acidic
sol uti on was then filtered through a cotton plug to remove the bulk
~1

of the precipitated iodoform.

The filtered solution was then

diluted to a final volume of 500 ml.

A portion of this solution

(about 50 ml) was then placed in a 125-ml separatory funnel containing
20 ml of toluene and shaken for the purpose of removing the remainder
of the suspended iodoform.

Once the two layers had separated, a 9-ml

portion of the aqueous layer was placed in a small vial and 1 ml of
a 1 MAgN0 3 solution was added .

No precipitate was observable in

either the 4 hr or the 20 hr samples .
A negative test indicated (from the test limits) that there was
less than 1.14 x 10- 17 moles of I- present in the vial . Calculations
considering the dilution factors and the test limits, show that in ·
the iodoform-methanolic sodium methoxide solution there must have

243136
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been less than 2.9% decomposition leading to I formation even after
a 20-hr period of exchange at 26°c. 110
b. Determination of Chloride Ion in Chloroform-Methanolic
Sodium Methoxide Solutions
Test Limits:
It was experimentally determined that when one milliliter of a
1M AgN0 3 solution was added to 9 ml of an 8.7 x 10 -6 M aqueous
solution of NaCl in very dilute HN0 3, a visible precipitate of AgCl
was formed. The test limits for the visible detection of Cl- in an
aqueous so 1 uti on was thereby found to be 7. 85 x 10- 6 rvt v1hen in the
presence of 0.1 M AgN0 3•
Test of Chloroform Solutions:
A 50-ml solution of 0.0497 M chloroform was prepared in 0. 05 M
methanolic sodium methoxide.

After a period of 42 hrs at 26°C (about

140 half-lives of the exchange reaction), 1 ml of the solution was
added to 95 ml of distilled water containing 2 ml of 0.1 M HN0 3 .

The

resultant, slightly acidic solution, was then brought to a final
volume of 100 ml with distilled water .

After thorough mixing, a 9-ml

portion of this solution was then placed in a small vial and 1 ml of
a 1M AgN0 3 solution was added.
the 42 hr sample.

No precipitation was observable in

This negative test indicates that there was less than 7. 82 x 10- 8
moles of Cl- present in the vial.

Calculations considering the

dilution factors and the limits of the test show that in the chloroform-methanolic sodium methoxide solution there must have been less
than 1.8% decomposition leading to Cl
110
of exchange at 26°C.

formation even after 42 hrs
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3. Effects of Various Dr1ing
Toluene Solutions
·

Agen~s

on Radioactive

H~drocarbon-

Any effects which the drying agents might have on the specific
activity of the radioactive hydrocarbon-toluene extract solutions must
be determined in order to assure that the activities observed are
absolute.

In order to determine this, combinations of the left-over

hydrocarbon-toluene solutions from equilibrium exchange runs of
iodoform, chloroform, and indene were individually prepared.
Ten milliliters of the combination solutions \'/ere placed in 7
vials containing (1) activated charcoal, (2) 5 g of anhydrous CaC1 2,
0
(3) 5 g of anhydrous Caso 4 , (4) 5 g of 4 A molecular sieves, (5) 5 g
of anhydrous Na 2so 4 , and (7) no additives. After standing for 5 hrs
and 20 hrs at room temperature, 1-ml aliquots from each vial were
placed in individual scintillation vials (of the same background) and
analyzed for tritium as described in Section III-F-1-h.
A comparison for the respective hydrocarbons of the activities
of the solutions stored over additions to those of the solutions in
the vials containing no additives indicates that after 5 hrs the
0

solutions over Caso 4 and 4 A molecular sieves had a slight (4 %) reduction in activity . The solutions containing activated charcoal had a
drastic reduction in activity while those stored over Na 2so 4 and
CaC1 2 showed no changes . Those so 1uti ons vJhi ch exhibited changes in
activity after 5 hrs demonstrated even more pronounced reductions in
activity after 20 hrs while those stored over
showed no changes.

r~aso

4 and Cacl 2 still
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The conclusions drawn from these experiments were that for the
hydrocarbons tested, either anhydrous Na 2so 4 or CaC1 2 were suitable
drying agents and would not effect the absolute activities of the
solutions.
4. Analxsis of Htdrocarbon Loss Durin2 Extraction and
Processes

~~ashing

In order to insure (for the various types of runs) that there
was quantitative extraction of the hydrocarbon into the toluene layer
and that radioactive hydrocarbon is not lost during subsequent wash; ngs, severa 1 separatory funne 1s ~'I ere fi 11 ed with a mixture of
methanol, water, BSA (and its sodium salt) and a 10.00 ml aliquot of
radioactive hydrocarbon-toluene solution of known specific activity .
(The relative amounts of each component of the mixture were
approximately equal to the amount used in a given kinetic, equilibrium
exchange or equilibrium quench run) .

The separatory funnels were then

shaken vigorously to emulsify the t\'IO layers .

The toluene layer was

subsequently washed and dried according to the procedure described
in Section III-F-1-g .

The specific activities for each sample were

then determined by liquid scintillation counting and compared to their
activities prior to the experiment .

The samples of iodoform, indene,

and 9-phenylfluorene examined, showed no appreciable loss of activity
(less than 1%) after the procedure .

Chloroform samples were shown to

exhibit a 6. 5% loss of activity after 5 washings and all chloroform
exchange data were so corrected .
5.

Agueous Wash

Anal ~ sis

In order to determine if 5 aqueous washings were sufficient to
remove the radioactive impurities from the toluene extract layers for
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the various runs, the aqueous portions of the wash mixture were
analyzed for tritium activity .

The results indicated that the specific

activity of the aqueous wash layers decreased to near background for
the kinetic and equilibrium exchange samples after 5 washings, but
that 10 washings were necessary for the aqueous layers of the
equilibrium quench samples to achieve the same results .
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APPENDIX E
GLOSSARY OF SYMBOLS
Symbol or Abbreviation

AND

ABBREVIATIONS
f·1eani ng

BSA

benzenesulfonic acid

CPt-1

count(s) per minute or observed
disintegration{s) per minute

DMSO

dimethyl sulfoxide

DPf~

disintegration(s) per minute

DPMexpt
eq

observed specific activity of a
hydrocarbon-tal uene extract for
an equilibrium exchange point

DPMtheo
eq

calculated (statistical) specific
activity of a hydrocarbon-toluene
extract for an equilibrium
exchange point

DPS

disintegration(s) per second

eu

entropy unit(s)

h

Planck's constant
Boltzmann's constant
acid dissociation constant
hydrogen-tritium isotope effect
for the' hydrocarbon-methoxide
reaction

[~~) t~eOH(T)

hydrogen-tritium isotope effect
for the methanol-carbanion
reaction
observed pseudo first-order rate
constant for hydrogen-tritium
exchange
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S~mbol

or Abbreviation

Meaning

LSKINl

linear least-squares computer
program for first-order rate data

M

molar (moles/liter)

MeOH

methanol

HeO

methoxide (conjugate base of
methanol)

R-

conjugate base of RH

RD

hydrocarbon with 1abi 1e de uteri urn

RH

hydrocarbon with labile hydrogen

RT

hydrocarbon with labile tritium

[RT]expt
eq

observed concentration of RT
for an equilibrium exchange point

[RT]theo
eq

calculated (statistical) concentration of RT for an equilibrium
exchange point

s

conjugate base of SH

SH

compound with labile hydrogen
hydrogen-tritium isotope effect for
the hydrocarbon-methoxi de reaction

